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Abstract. In this paper, we examine specifically the role of the evaluation map
in sigma-models and strings. We discuss the difference between sigma-models
and field theory, as far as anomaly cancellation is concerned. The introduction
of the Wess-Zumino terms in different sigma-models is considered. Anomalies
in string theory are discussed, with special attention to the conformal anomalies
and to the sigma-model anomalies for the imbedded (or immersed) world-sheet
of the string. Conformal anomalies in two dimensions are connected to
holomorphic and gravitational anomalies. In order to have the cancellation of
the sigma-model anomalies of the string, certain topological conditions must
be satisfied by the ambient manifold. The role of the evaluation map in the
calculations of global anomalies is also discussed, both for field theories and
for sigma-models. In particular global anomalies are connected with the
differential characters of Cheeger and Simons. We show that the absence of
global anomalies in sigma-models is guaranteed by the absence of torsion in
suitable homology groups of the target space.
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Introduction

In [1] we used the evaluation map to study local anomalies in field theory. In this
paper, we extend the analysis to sigma-models and to string theory. We study also
the problem of global anomalies, which appear to have a relevant role in
sigma-models and string theories, more than in field theories.

Compared to field theory, the new fact about sigma-models is the modification
of the universality requirement, which is replaced by the weaker condition that
some counterterms be allowed by the specific topology of the target space (see
below). This renders sigma-models more flexible than field theory as far as anomaly
cancellation is concerned. As we will show in Sect. 1, under the condition that the
relevant invariant polynomial is in the kernel of the Weil homomorphism, it is
possible to exploit the mathematical properties of suitable loop spaces in order to
construct explicitly the counterterm which kills the anomaly in question. This
counterterm is a generalization of the Wess-Zumino term.

In sigma-models, anomaly cancellation translates into topological restrictions
on the target space. These new features of sigma-models (compared to gauge field
theories) arise naturally from the fact that a gauge theory can be regarded as a
limiting case of a sigma-model, when the target space approximates the classifying
space. This flexibility leads to important consequences when we reexamine the
problem of anomaly cancellation for theories derived from superstrings.

An effective field theory of a superstring theory can be studied by considering
the fields corresponding to the zero modes of the superstring as background fields
in the presence of the propagating superstring. This leads to sigma-model type
theories, in which conformal invariance is the origin for the dynamics of the
background fields. We can therefore study the problem of chiral anomaly
cancellation, already studied in Sect. 8 of [1], in the "category" of sigma-models.
This allows us to implement the Green-Schwarz mechanism in a different way
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than the one considered in [1], that is by means of generalized Wess-Zumino
terms. It is at this point that global anomalies, come into play. Indeed even
after securing the vanishing of all local anomalies, the fermion determinants and
generalized Wess-Zumino terms that define the theory may not constitute a
globally invariant object, due to the presence of global anomalies.

Our approach to global anomalies both in field theory and sigma-models
assumes as a starting point the results of perturbative calculations, which allow
us to define (for example in the case of fermions coupled to a gauge potential) a
functional integral in a neighborhood of a given connection. Hence we discuss the
conditions which allow us to extend it, in an invariant way, to the whole space of
connections.

There are two types of obstructions, namely local anomalies and global
anomalies. The latter can be represented by means of differential characters and
are related to the integral cohomology of the orbit space (for field theories) or of
the target space (for sigma-models). The absence of global anomalies is guaranteed
by suitable topological conditions. These conditions become very important for
sigma-models, in which case the absence of global (as well as local) anomalies
becomes a selective criterion for allowable target spaces.

The work is organized as follows:
Section 1 is dedicated to sigma-models and their anomalies. In this framework,

gauge theories can be seen as sigma-models with the classifying space as target.
The conditions for the cancellation of local anomalies in sigma-models are
connected with the structure of the Weil homomorphism of the target space.
Anomalies can be cancelled if the Weil homomorphism applied to the relevant
invariant polynomials gives zero. If this is the case, the cancellation is performed by
introducing a generalized Wess-Zumino term, which is a functional defined on
the space of the paths over the fields of the sigma model, i.e. over the space of
maps from the space-time to the target.

A gauge theory can be seen as the limit of sigma models when the Weil
homomorphism tends to an isomorphism, i.e. when the target becomes the
classifying space of the structure group.

The Wess-Zumino term introduced by Witten [2] is also discussed briefly; it
is a special case of our generalized Wess-Zumino terms.

In Sect. 2 we consider the field-theory anomalies of the string. We interpret
the conformal anomalies as a special case of the holomorphic anomalies of the
bundle of complex frames. A similar interpretation is not possible for higher
dimensional (complex) manifolds. We show that in string theory, holomorphic and
gravitational anomalies have the same origin, i.e. the fourth cohomology group of
the classifying space BU(\).

In Sect. 3 we discuss the sigma-model anomalies of a string imbedded in a
non-flat higher dimensional "ambient" manifold. We have both gauge-sigma-model
anomalies and gravitational-sigma-model anomalies. For the cancellation of both
(including the Lorentz anomalies), a specific requirement on the structure of the
Weil homomorphism of the ambient manifold is made.

In Sect. 4 we discuss global anomalies both for field theory and for sigma-models
and their relation with local anomalies.
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We discuss consistency conditions for finite gauge transformations or diffeo-
morphisms, and their relation to the cohomology of the corresponding groups.
We then introduce the differential characters of Cheeger and Simons and their
relations to global anomalies and we study the conditions under which global
anomalies are absent. We discuss both global anomalies for field theory and for
sigma-models. In field theory, the source of global anomalies is the torsion part
of the cohomology group of the orbit space, with integer coefficients. In sigma-
models, the relevant object is the torsion part oϊHn + 2(T, Z) where n is the dimension
of the space-time manifold and T is the target space. We discuss also the effects
of global anomalies on the generalized Wess-Zumino terms, defined in Sect. 1. By
requiring the absence of global sigma-model anomalies, we introduce a further
topological constraint, which selects the admissible target spaces.

Section 5 and Appendix I are devoted respectively to a few comments and to
the discussion of the evaluation map for the diffeomorphisms of a compact manifold.
Short comments on covariant anomalies and on the cancellation of global
anomalies are added, respectively, as Appendix II and as Appendix III.

For the basic definitions and notations, we refer to [1] and specifically to Sect. 1.

1. Sigma-Models, Generalized Wess-Zumino Terms and Path-Spaces

We have seen in paper [1] that non-trivial local anomalies in field theory are
obtained by pulling back cohomology classes of classifying spaces via suitably
defined "evaluation maps." Here we want to consider the case of sigma-model
anomalies. Our goal is to show that (non-trivial) sigma-model anomalies are
obtained in a way which is completely analogous to the way field-theory-anomalies
are obtained, the main difference being the replacement of the classifying space
with a given "target space."

To be more specific, we assume that the space-time M is a compact connected
oriented n-dimensional Riemannian manifold and that the target space T is a
connected Riemannian manifold. We denote by Map(M, T) the space of C^-maps
from M to T; this will be (a subset of) the space of fields (or dynamical variables)
for our theory. The space of fields contains moreover chiral fermions interacting
with a pulled-back connection.

We want specifically to consider the evaluation map:

ev :MxMap(M,T)^T. (1.1)

Generally we assume dim T> dimM + 1. Let G be a compact Lie group and
let P(T, G) be a principal G-bundle over T, with connection ξ, whose curvature
will be denoted by Fξ. We have then the diagram [3]:

ev*P

M x Map(M, T) - ^ U T.
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Here ev* P is, as usual, the induced G-bundle over M x Map(M, T) and ev is the
relevant canonical bundle map.

For example, P can be the bundle of orthogonal (spin) frames and in this case
ξ can be its Levi-Civita connection or P can be the principal bundle associated
to an Hermitian vector bundle and in this case ξ can be its Hermitian connection [4].

We want now to consider forms on T depending on ξ given by expressions
such as Q(Fξ,...,Fξ\ where Q is an ad-invariant polynomial on LieG and Fξ is
the curvature of ξ. By pulling back the relevant Chern-transgressions via ev*, one
obtains forms on ev* P which generate the sigma-model anomalies.

To be more definite, let us consider a fixed map / o eMap(M, T), the induced
bundle /*, P and an ad-invariant polynomial Q with (nβ + 1 gentries. Let moreover
^ / o denote the group Auty/*, P, namely the group of vertical automorphisms of

/*,P (see [1], Sect. 1), and let fo'.f%P-+P be the canonical bundle homomorphism
induced by / 0 .

Then the combination of maps:

gives the form:

(7o°ev / o )*Γβ(a (1.4)

whose (n, l)-component is by definition a local sigma-model anomaly. Here ev/o is
the evaluation map for /*,P defined as in [1, Eq. (2.1)] and TQ(ξ) is given by

n

N2 +

where Ft(ξ) = tdξ + (ί2/2)K, ξl
By using a background connection (see Sect. 3 of [1]), we can write instead of

(1.4), the (n + l)-form on M x Aut^/gP given by

WQ((f0°πfo)*ξ,A0), (1.5)

where the background connection Ao is the extension to / * P x Aut^/oP of a
fixed connection on / * P , while H^ is defined as in Sect. 1 of [ I ] 1 ; namely, for
any two connections A, A' on any principal G-bundle and for any ad-invariant
polynomial Q on Lie G with /c-entries, we set

1

WQ(A, A') = k\dtQ(A - A\#",,...,#~t),
o

where J% denotes the curvature of the connection (1 — t)A' + tA.
In order to understand better the geometrical meaning of (1.4), we recall that

any element of Aut yev*P induces in a natural way an element of Aut y /*P,

1 We usually denote by the same symbol Ao the given connection of f$P and its trivial extension

to f*P x Autvf$P or to any bundle f$P x X ->M x X for any manifold X. Moreover we assume

from now on that Ao is given by f*ξ and JeHom(fξP,P), where / is required to cover a map from

M to T which is homotopic to the given m a p / 0
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V/eMap(M, T). So we can consider the following evaluation map:

ev* P x Aut,, ev* P > ev* P

and the diagram:

ev*P x Aut f ;ev*P • e v * P

(1.6)

(1.7)

( J ) - ^ T.

The form on ev* P x Auty ev* P given by

(ev~°ev°)*Γβ(£) (1.8)

is such that its restriction to (π°Q\°)~1(M x {/0}) is given by (1.4).
Hence, by taking into account Sect. 2,3,6 and 7 of [1], we can establish the

following correspondences2:

Gauge theory over M Sigma-model
over M

Target BG

Principal G-bundle
over the target

EG{BG, G) P{T,G)

Bundle induced by
a given map f0:
M -• target

f*J o

Gauge group
(or %ΞΞ Aut™Po)

Space of maps
or —

Map(M, T)

2 In the following table, srf denotes the space of connections on Po and Map(M, BG)fo denotes the

space of maps which induce a bundle equivalent to P o , A u C P 0 denotes the group of vertical

automorphisms which leave the fiber over meM fixed
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Gauge theory over M Sigma-model
over M

Bundle induced
from the principal
bundle over the tar-
get by the evalu-
ation map

Po xHom(P0,£G)

M x Map(M,BG)f0

ev*P

ϊ
M x Map(M, T)

or • M x

The anomaly with
the background
connection is the
(n, l)-component of
an (n + l)-form
over:

M Vo

So in many respects we can consider gauge theories as sigma-models with the
classifying spaces as targets.

As a remark on the above table, notice that, in gauge theories, all the maps in
Map(M,£G) / o are by definition homotopic to the given map f0. Also, in
sigma-models, we have to consider (as we will do later on) only the space of maps
from M to the target which are homotopic to a given map / 0 . But all the above
considerations about sigma-model anomalies do not depend on the choice of/0,
as all the considerations about gauge anomalies made in [1] did not depend on
the isomorphism class of the principal bundle (for instance they did not depend
on the instanton number).

As is now clear, a crucial difference between sigma-models and gauge theories
is that in sigma-models the target space is not the classifying space. This difference
will allow us to cancel anomalies which are not cancelled in guage theories. The
basic fact in this respect is that the Weil homomorphism is an isomorphism for the
classifying bundle EG(BG, G) (remember that G is supposed to be a compact Lie
group), while it need not to be even a monomorphism for a generic bundle P(T, G).

In fact the most interesting situation in a sigma-model is precisely when the Weil
homomorphism of the target space, restricted to some ad-invariant polynomials,
is zero.

This is the situation we will examine after discussing some mathematical
preliminaries.

We consider first ^ / o (Map(M, T)\ i.e. the space of paths of Map(M, T), based
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at / 0 and the relevant space of loops ί2/ o(Map(M, T)),3 '4. We denote by J the
inclusion map of ί2/ o(Map(M, T)) into ^ / o (Map(M, T)) and by πί the map which
associates to each element of ^ / o (Map(M, T)) the element of Map(M, T)fo given
by the endpoint. Here Map(M, T)fo is the path connected component of foe
Map(M, T).

We have then the principal fibration

ί2 / 0(Map(M, T) c^!_> <?/o(Map(M, T))

(1.9)

Map(M,T) / o .

The space ^ / o (Maρ(M, T)) is contractible and so (1.9) plays the role of a "universal
bundle" for ί2/ o(Map(M, T)\ even though (1.9) is not a principal fibre bundle.

Next we consider any element pe^ / o (Maρ(M, T)). This can be regarded as a
map p:M x /-» T and so we have the relevant induced bundle p*P over M x I.
If we denote by pt the restriction of p to M x {ί}, then p$P is identical to / * P,
while pfP is equivalent (isomorphic) to / $ P [6].

The isomorphism between / $ P and pfP is not a canonical one; it depends at
least on the path. We will in fact construct such an isomorphism τξ(p) induced by
a connection ξ on P as follows.

Consider on the bundle p*P, the connection p*ξ, where p is the canonical
covering of p. Next, VxeM take the (trivial) path in M x / given by ίt->(x, ί) and
lift this path horizontally to a path with initial point u e π ~1 (x) a f % P. The endpoint
of this lifted path is an element oipfP and the horizontal lift gives us the required
isomorphism τξ(p)\f^P->pfP.

We have thus defined a map (determined by ξ):

, T))->Hom(/$P,P)

where pγ denotes as usual the canonical bundle homomorphism induced by p1.
Obviously τo(p) is a homomorphism which covers the map π1(p) = p1.

Now let s?/f*p denote the space of connections on f*P. We are also able to
define the following maps:

3 We always assume our paths and loops to be smooth. For the differentiable structure on path- and

loop spaces, see [5]

4 In order to distinguish between the symbol Ω used for loop spaces and the same symbol used for

differential forms, we will always write explicitly the base point for loops at the lower right of the

symbol, as in Ωfo, and the order of forms at the upper right of the symbol, as in Ωn
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where, in the above expression, any loop is considered as a path with initial point
equal to the endpoint. The image of the map τ 0 can be referred to as the space of
induced bundle homomorphisms, while the image of the map τx is, by definition, the
space of connections induced from the principal bundle (with connection) P. It is
also easy to see that the image of the map τ 2 is a subgroup of Aut^/gP which
will be referred to as the group of induced gauge transformations. Moreover the
group Im(τ2) acts freely on Im(τ0) and we can consider the principal bundle

π)/o (1.13)

Roughly speaking, one should expect Im(τ2) to be bigger the "less reducible" the
connection ξ is.

Let us now come back to sigma-models and let us consider an ad-invariant
(possibly irreducible) polynomial Q with (n/2 + 1 gentries. We assume specifically
that

Q(Fξ,...,Fξ) = dH9 (1.14)

where Fξ is the curvature of ξ and H is an (n + l)-form on T.
Now let πx be used ambiguously also for id x π ^ M x ^ / o (Map(M, Γ))->

M x Map(M, T) / o . The induced bundle

πf ev* P -+ M x ^ / o (Map(M, T))

is isomorphic to /*, P x ^ / o (Map(M, T)); an isomorphism in terms of ξ is given by
sending (u,p)ef$P x ^ / o M a p ( M , T) to the element of πf ev*P represented by
(π(u),p,τξ(p)u)eM x ^ / o (Map(M, T)) x ev*P.

Henceforth we will identify these two bundles. Thus we have the diagram

/ * P x ^ / o (Map(M, T))« πf ev* P -^-> ev* P

M x ^ / o (Map(M, T)) -^-> M x Map(M, T)fo

where πx is the combination of the canonical bundle homomorphism induced by
πx with the isomorphism / J P x ^ / o (Map(M, Γ))->πf ev*P.

On the bundle /*,P x ^ / o (Map(M, T)) we can consider two connections,

namely a background connection Ao obtained by extending trivially a fixed

connection on the bundle fξP (e.g. fξξ) and the connection πf ev* ξ.

The (n+ l)-form WQ(π\*ev* ξ9A0) is basic, i.e. it can be considered as a form

on M x ^ / o (Map(M, T)). Moreover we pull it back via the map J defined in (1.9)5,

thus obtaining a form J* ^ ( π f ev* ξ, Ao) on M x ί2 / o(Map(M, T)).

5 Here again we use ambiguously the symbol J also to denote the map M x ί2/ o(Map(M, T))-
M x ^ / o (Map(M, T)) which more properly should be denoted by id x J
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Now from the map τ 2 (1.13), we obtain in turn the map:

id x τ 2 :M x β / o (Map(M, T))-+Mx Aut.JgP, (1.16)

which yields a homomorphism:

(id x τ2)*:H*{M x Autυ f%P)^>H*(M x ί2/ o(Map(M, Γ))). (1.17)

The form J* WQ(π* ev * ξ, A0)eΩn + 1 (M x ί2 / o(Map(M, T))) is the image under
the pullback of the map (1.16) of the form in Ωn + 1{M x Aut^/gP) given by (1.5).

If # satisfies (1.14), then we have

ev*ξ,>4o)-πfev*fl) = 0, (1.18)

where d is the exterior derivative on M x ^ / o (Map(M, T)).
To prove (1.18), it is enough to notice that

due to the fact that Q(FAo,...9FAo) is zero for dimensional reasons.
We have now:

Theorem (1.19). There exists a form βeΩn(M x ^ / o (Map(M, T)) such that dβ =

Proof. The space ^ / o (Map(M, T)) is contractible and so the theorem follows from
the Kiinneth theorem. In order to construct β, we can now consider the map
(i°r):M x ^ / o (Map(M, T))^>M x ^ / o (Map(M, T)) given by the combination of
the retraction (projection) r\M x ^ / o (Map(M, T))^>M with the inclusion i:M->
M x ^ / o (Map(M, T)).

The map i°r is homotopic to the identity, so there exists a homotopy operator
1 with6:

1 * - ( Ϊ O Γ ) * = j d + dJ.

Since i* gives zero when applied to (n + l)-forms, we have V^Q(πfev* ξ,>l0) —
π* ev* H = dβ, where β is given by:

In order to give a more explicit expression of β(p), for each /?E^/ o(Map(M, T)),
we consider the path p* given by pf(s) = p(sί). By assigning to each tel the element
τ0(pt)eHom(f^P,P) we obtain a map τg:/ x f$P^>P, and hence we have:

} ^ • (1-20)

1

6 More precisely Q is given by j J f *, where J>f is the map defined as follows:

o

3>f:M xl x ^ / o (Map(M, T))^M x ^ / o (Map(M, T)),

{x,p,ή ^{x,^)

where pf(x,s) = p(x,sί), VxeM. Namely the homotopy Jf "shrinks" the paths
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By restricting to M x ί2/ o(Map(M, T)) the form considered in Theorem (1.19),
we obtain

Notice that J*πf ev*// is zero for dimensional reasons.
Theorem (1.19) tells us that the image under (1.17) of the cohomology class

represented by (1.5) is zero.
We now define the form B given by

B = (n9 0) - component of β. (1.21)

The restriction J*B oϊ B to M x f2/o(Map(M, T)) satisfies the following equation:

δJ*B = (id x τ2)*(Anomaly) + exact, (1.22)

where δ is the exterior derivative on ί2/ o(Map(M, Γ)), by "Anomaly" we denote
the (n, l)-component of the form (1.5) and the last term is exact as a form on M.

Hence the local anomaly corresponding to an ad-invariant polynomial Q is
cancelled provided that the Weil homomorphism of the target space applied to Q
gives zero. The price we have to pay, is that we have to introduce in the effective
action an n-form B on M, depending on the space of paths over Map(M, T) / o . The
term B will be referred to as a (generalized) Wess-Zumino term.

The situation may become considerably simpler when Q is a reducible
polynomial (with (n/2 + l)-entries). Let us assume, for instance, that Q = Q1Q2 and
that

Q1(Fξ9...9Fξ) = dH1 and Q2(Fξ9...,Fξ) = dH2.

In this case, the Weil homomorphism of the bundle f$P applied to Q1 and Q2

gives zero and so we have also Q2(FAo,...,FAo) = dH0, for a suitable form Ho.
Hence we can write (1.5) as:

WQ((f0°evfJ*ξ,A0)=WQι((f0°evfJH,A0)ΛdH0

+ WQ2((f0oQγfo)*ξ9A0) A df%H1 + exact, (1.23)

so the anomaly is cancelled (see [1], Eq. (5.17)).
We would now like to make a few more comments on the relation between

gauge theories and sigma-models.
In the special case when the target space is given by BG, we can consider the

bundle Po = f$EG and we know [7] that

Aut, Po c ^ Hom(P 0 , EG) -+ Map(M, BG)fo (1.24)

is a universal bundle for Auty P o

7 . Hence there exists a weak homotopy equivalence

AutΌP0κΩfo(Map{M9BG)).

We can then say that when T approaches BG then (in homotopy theory)

7 More precisely if BG is an (n + h + l)-classifying space, then it can be proved (by obstruction theory)

that Hom(P,£G) is /i-classifying for AutvP0
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ί2/ o(Map(M, T)) and ^ / o (Map(M, T)) approach respectively AutvP0 and
Hom(P 0,£G).

In this sense sigma-models can be considered as an approximation to a gauge
theory as the target approximates the classifying space.

Hence sigma-models are potentially more anomaly-free the more the Weil
homomorphism of the target is trivial. We can also say that a gauge theory is the
limit of sigma-models when the Weil homomorphism tends to an isomorphism.
More precisely, approximating the classifying space BG with a target T means
considering a sequence of maps as follows:

Mx Map(M, T)->T^BG.

Since we are interested in taking the limit of the T's when the kernel of the Weil
homomorphism tends to zero, we are only interested in considering the cohomology
classes of T which are obtained through pullback via the classifying map: T-+BG.
This explains why the possible non-trivial cohomology classes of the target space
which do not belong to the image of the Weil homomorphism do not really matter
for sigma models: in the limit they will disappear. This is also consistent with the
index theorem approach to the computation of the coefficients of anomalies, since
only "universal" classes can be taken into account.

A final comment concerns the topology of M or the topology of the induced
bundle f$P^>M. As in gauge theories, the above topologies do not play any role
in the cancellation of local anomalies. Let us assume, for instance, that we have
two ad-invariant irreducible polynomials Q1 and Q2 with k and k! entries
respectively. Furthermore we assume that k1 + k2 = n/2 + 1 and that both Qx and
Q2 are in the kernel of the Weil homomorphism of the induced bundle f^P^M.

Then we know from Sect. 5 of [1], that the anomaly relevant to the product
QιQ2 corresponds to the zero element of the first cohomology class of the
gauge group. But if both polynomials Qx and Q2 do not belong to the kernel
of the Weil homomorphism of the target space, then one can always find
another n-dimensional manifold M' and a map f'\M' -> T, such that the anomaly
corresponding to the polynomial QιQ2 represents a non-trivial element of H1^)

In other words, in sigma-models as well as in gauge theories, universality plays
an essential role; that is, for any given target T, the results have to be reasonably
independent of a "choice" of the manifold M. Anomalies for both sigma-models and
field theory are "universal objects," as far as the manifold M is concerned.

We have seen that, in order to cancel sigma-model anomalies, we have to
introduce in the effective action (generalized) Wess-Zumino terms, namely terms
depending on the paths over the space of maps from M to T. This procedure is
the only one which can exploit the characteristics of sigma-models and give an
extra possibility of cancelling anomalies, with respect to ordinary gauge theories.

It is also well known that Wess-Zumino terms have to be introduced in some
sigma-models, for purposes other than the cancellation of anomalies. For example,
in the two-dimensional non-abelian bosonization model studied by Witten [2,8],
such a term is needed in order to reproduce the features of the original fermionic
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theory. We want now to show that also these Wess-Zumino terms can be obtained
as a particular case of our construction (see also [9,10]).

By generalizing the sigma-model considered by Witten [2], we choose the target
itself to be a compact semisimple Lie group G with the trivial principal G-bundle
G x G^G. The connection on such a principal bundle will be chosen to be the
flat connection given by the pullback of the Maurer-Cartan form 0, via the product
G x G-+G. At this point we are equipped to carry on the discussion of the
(generalized) Wess-Zumino term, along the lines discussed before.

In this respect, we notice that, if in Theorem (1.19) and formulae (1.10)—(1.12)
we choose the bundle P over the target T to be a trivial bundle with a connection
ξ with zero holonomy, then the image of the map τ 2 defined in (1.12) is just the
identity on Aut y /$P. Moreover we can choose the form H in (1.14) to be zero.
In this situation, the bundle ev* P (see diagram (1.15)) is isomorphic to the bundle

/*,P x Map(M, T)fo and the form WQ(πf ev* ξ,Λ0) is the pull-back, via π l 5 of a
form on M x Map(M, T)fo. Accordingly its restriction to M x !2/o(Map(M, T)) is
zero and also the restriction of the (generalized) Wess-Zumino term to M x
ί2/ o(Map(M, T)) is zero. This is exactly the situation for Witten's sigma-model. In
this sigma-model the notation can be further simplified by pulling back to G the
non-trivial cohomology classes of G x G, via the inclusion on the first factor. By
doing so, we are led to consider the non-trivial cohomology class of G represented
by the form

where Q is an ad-invariant irreducible polynomial on Lie G with (nβ + 1 gentries
(see Sect. 5 of [1]). Let us assume from now on that TQ(Θ) is in the image of the
canonical map i:iJn + 1 (G,Z)-»iP + 1(G,R) [11].

Let Mapm(M, G) be the space of functions which map meM (i.e. the "point at
infinity") into the identity eeG8. For any given / o eMap m (M,G) we denote by
Mapm(M, G) / o the space of maps in Mapm(M, G) homotopic to f0. We can then
consider the evaluation map.

ev:M x Mapm(M,G) / o->G, (1.25)

and the space of paths ^ / Q Mapm(M, G).

We have also a natural homeomorphism

^ / o (Map m (M, G)) -^ Mapm(M, &eG\

where, as before, the symbol Mapm denotes the space of pointed maps. In fact, to
any path p e ^ / o ( M a p w ( M , G)) regarded as a map p:M x /->G, we can associate
the map p:M->Map(/, G) given by p(x)(t) = (fo(x))~1p(x,t).

8 We find it convenient to consider the space of pointed maps in order to discuss better the

characteristics of the Wess-Zumino term
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So we have the following commutative diagram:

M x ^ / o ( M a p m ( M , G ) ) ^ M x Map m (M,^ e G) -^-> 0>eG

(1.26)

M x Mapw(M, G)/ o —^—> M x G —^-> G,

where folm.M x G->G is the function which assigns to (x,g) the group element
foX(x)g and ev is the combination of the identity map on M with the evaluation
map on M x Mapm(M, G) / o.

It is now obvious that by pulling back TQ(Θ) via the combination of maps
given by / Q l c ev we obtain an (n-\- l)-form on M x Mapm(M, G) / o whose (n, 1)-
component satisfies a consistency condition and plays the role of an anomaly.

Diagram (1.26) tells us that the relevant Wess-Zumino term, which is a form
on M x ^ / o (Map m (M, G)), is obtained by considering the pull back, via ev* of
π* TQ(θ) which is an exact form on ^eG. Namely there exists an n-ΐorm y on 0*eG
such that πfTQ(θ) = dγ. The (n, 0)-component of ev*y is by definition our
(generalized) Wess-Zumino term and coincides with Witten's Wess-Zumino term.

In order to give an explicit expression of ev*y (see (1.20)) we consider the
"double" evaluation map [12]:

Ev:M x / x Mapm(M,0>eG)^G; (1.27)

the Wess-Zumino term is then given by J Ev* TQ(Θ).
Mxl

We want now to address the problem of the "admissibility" of the
Wess-Zumino term, namely we want to ask ourselves whether the functional

exp 2πi J Ev* TQ(Θ) I descends to a functional on the space of the dynamical
\ Mxl J

variables of the theory, namely on the space Mapm(M, G) / o. This is the same as
requiring that the Wess-Zumino term is an integer when restricted to the space
of loops; namely we want now to ascertain whether the functional on the loop
space, given by:

J Ev*Tβ(θ): Map m (M,/2 e GHR (1.28)
MxS1

is an integer or not. Here Ev is regarded as a map,

Ev:M x S1 x Mapm(M,ί2eG)-+G.

If Mapm(M,ΩeG) is connected, i.e., if all its elements are homotopic to the map
which assigns to each xeM the "zero"-loop in G, then for all /eMapm(M,ί2eG)
we see that l*TQ(θ) is exact on M x S1, and so (1.28) is zero. If, on the contrary,
Mapm(M,ΩeG) is not connected, then (1.28) needs not to be zero.

Now πo(Mapm(M,f2eG)) is isomorphic to [M Λ S1, G]^, where M Λ S1 denotes
the smash product of M and S1 and [M Λ S1, G]^ denotes the homotopy classes
of pointed maps from M A S1 to G9.

9 Notice that πo(Map*(M,ί2eG)) is equal to π1 (Mapm(M,G)) and so it is always an abelian group,

since Mapm(M, G) is a group
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Hence, if c denotes the fundamental cycle of M x S1 and p denotes the projection
p\M x S1 ->M Λ S1, then we have a group homomorphism [13, Proposition 7.38]:

π o(Mapm(M,ββG)) « [ M Λ SSG],->#„ + !(G,Z) }

In conclusion, when the form TQ(Θ) has been properly normalized, J Z* TQ(Θ)
MxS1

is an integer for any loop ZeMapm(M,ί2eG)1 0, namely the functional

expl 2πί J Ev*
\ Mxl

depends only on the end-points of paths; i.e. it descends to a functional defined
on Mapm(M, G) with values in R/Z. It follows that the normalized coupling constant
of the Wess-Zumino term can only be an integer.

The corresponding conditions one should require for a generic sigma-model
have to do with the requirement that the form J*B considered in (1.21) be such
that exp(2πz'J*β) descends to a functional on the group of the induced gauge
transformations. In other words we want to be able to interpret, modulo integers,
the cancellation condition (1.22) as an equation on the group of the (induced) gauge
transformations, and not simply as an equation on the loop space ί2 / o(Map(M, T)).
Moreover we have to make sure that the final effective action is a functional over
the true degrees of freedom of the theory. We will discuss this problem in Sect. 4.

A final remark concerns gravitational anomalies. These anomalies also admit
a "sigma-model" interpretation in the following sense.

Consider M itself as the target space, with the frame bundle LM over it, and
consider DiffM instead of Map(M, T) in (1.2). The diagram (1.2) would then
become:

ev* LM > LM

Jπ (1.30)

M x DiffM - ^ M.

Since DiffM lifts to Aut LM, then ev* LM is canonically isomorphic to
LM x DiffM and we can identify these two bundles. If Q is an ad-invariant
polynomial over GL(n,R) with (n/2 + ^-entries11, and if A is a Levi-Civita
connection for a metric geJί, then ev* TQ(A) can be considered as a form over
LM x DiffM whose (n, l)-component is the gravitational anomaly.

We can also choose a fixed linear connection Ao on LM and consider the

10 If M = S" (as in [8]), then [S1 Λ M , G ] ^ [ S " + 1 , G ] r In this case (1.29) is in fact the Hurewicz
homomorphism

π B + 1 (G)-»tf B + 1 (G,Z)

11 We assume that n = 2(mod4) so the gravitational anomaly is not necessarily trivial
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(n + l)-form over M x Diff M, given by:

WQ&*A,A0). (1.31)

The («, l)-component of (1.31) is the expression of the gravitational anomaly with
the background connection.

2. Strings and Conformal Anomalies

Let S be a two-dimensional compact orientable manifold imbedded in an
n-dimensional Riemannian manifold M with metric Γ; S is to be identified with
the world-sheet of the string.

We consider two metrics on S:

a) an "intrinsic" metric g,
b) the induced metric y.

lϊ h:S->M is the given imbedding, then the induced metric is defined in the
following way:

yx(Xi>X2) = ΓHx)(KXl9htX2) xeS Xl9X2eTxS. (2.1)

The action functional of the bosonic Polyakov string is defined as:

Λ , , where gab = (g);b

1. (2.2)
a,b

To give a coordinate free description of the action functional, we proceed as
follows.

First we recall that for any imbedding ft, the map h*.TS-+TM can be thought
of as a section of the bundle T*S®h* TM. So we can apply to ft* the *-operator
with respect to the intrinsic metric g, yielding a new section of T*S (x) ft* TM which
is again a map *(hχ):TSH>TM with *(ftί | ί)(π"1(x)) c π-1(ft(x)) VxeS. Here π
denotes both the projection TM -> M and the projection TS -> S.

Let Imb(5,M) denote the space of all imbeddings12. We can now consider a
2-form j£?(ft, g) on S, depending on fte!mb(S, M) and on the intrinsic metric g, given

12 Imb(5,M) can be given the structure of a manifold compatible with the Whitney C^-topology [5].

The tangent space at /iεImb(S,M) is given by the sections of the bundle h*TM, or equivalently, by

the elements fheMap(S, TM) which satisfy the following condition

Consider now

<ΛJi>M^(Λ(4/l(x)) xeS fhJ'heTh\mb(S,M\

and define

s

It is clear that both (fh\f'h) and (fh\f'h) are (weak) Riemannian metrics on Imb(S,M)
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by:

-Γ^)(hm(X2)MK)(X1)) xeS,XuX2eTxS. (2.3)

We have also the corresponding action functional:

). (2.4)

Formula (2.4) gives the coordinate-free expression of (2.2).
So the Polyakov action is invariant under:

1) DiffM;
in fact Vι/f eDiff M, the imbedding h is transformed into ψ°h, but also the metric
Γ is transformed into \l/~1*Γ. Hence the induced metric y is DiffM-invariant.

2) DiffS;
VψeΌiffS, the imbedding h is transformed into h°φ and the metric g is
transformed into ψ*g. But the imbedding h°ψ induces the metric ψ*y so (2.2)
is DiffS-in variant.

3) Conformal (Weyl) rescalings of g;
let σ:5Ή>R and let g be transformed into eσg. Then dvo\gg

ah is invariant, or,
equivalently the ̂ -operator in (2.3) is conformally invariant since it is applied
to 1-forms on a 2-dimensional manifold.

4) Aut.CS;
this is the group of transformations leaving the complex structure of S unchanged
(see below). They are a combination of conformal rescalings and Lorentz
transformations.

Corresponding to these "classical" invariances, there are possible anomalies of
the string. In this section we first consider conformal and holomorphic anomalies,
which correspond to the last two invariance groups described above.

The world-sheet of the string, being an orientable 2-dimensional manifold, can
be given a complex structure, i.e. we can define VxeS a linear mapping JX:TXS\->TXS
with Jl = — 1. Obviously Jx is assumed to depend smoothly on x. A complex
structure defines, in a natural way, an orientation [4]. If Jo is the matrix (_?J),
then a complex frame [4, Chap. IX] is defined as a frame ux:ΈL2 ̂ >TXS which satisfies
the following condition

uχoJ0 = JχoUχ, (2.5)

i.e. a complex frame at x is given by (x X, JXX) for any XeTxM. The principal
bundle CS of complex frames is a reduced bundle (with structure group C*) of the
frame bundle LS.

A metric g is said to be compatible with the complex structure J if the following
condition is satisfied:

g(JxXl9JxX2) = g(Xl9X2) VXuX2eTxS. (2.6)

Hence if (x; X, JX) is a complex frame at xeS, then g(X, JX) = 0; that is a bundle of
complex frames is in reality the bundle of oriented frames which are orthogonal
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and of fixed length at each point. If g' is another metric compatible with the complex
structure J, then g and g' are conformally related (i.e. g' = eσg with σ:S^R) and
vice versa. The bundle OgS is a subbundle of CS with structure group 50(2) ^ E/(l).

Let us now consider the space ,s/c| t r i c °f connections on CS which are reducible
to a connection on OgS for some compatible #. The group of gauge transformations
of CS acts on j/cs t r i c Since C* is an abelian group, Aut^ CS is the group Map (5, C*),
which is the direct product of Map(S,R + ) and Map(S, ϊ/( l ) )^ Map(S,S0(2)). So
ψeMap(S, SO(2)) transforms the space of connections reducible to OgS into itself,
while eσeMap(S,R + ) transforms the space of connections reducible to connections
on OgS into the space of connections reducible to connections on 0eσgS.

In order to prove this, it is enough to note that, if A is a connection reducible
to a connection on OgS and A' is the gauge transform of A by eσeMap(S,R+),
then we have:

where V^ is the covariant derivative on S2 TM induced by the connection A on LM.
If we identify C* with the group of constant maps from S to C*, then Auty CS/C*

acts freely on the space of connections on CS and in particular on j/™Jtric.
Let & denote any subgroup of Auty CS/C*. We can then consider the following

diagram (analogous to diagrams (7.5) and (7.14) of [1]):

CS x s/%itτic -^-> £C* = £(7(1) x R +

id

Diagram (2.7) shows that, in two dimensions, the holomorphic anomalies,
defined as the gauge anomalies of the complex frame bundle, are generated by the
cohomology classes of U 1/(1). In turn the cohomology algebra of BU(1) is generated
by Fξ (the curvature of a universal connection ξ for EU(1))13.

Since we are in two dimensions, we are interested in the 4-form Fξ Λ Fξ whose
(Chern) transgression is given by ξ Λ Fξ.

If ^ is in particular the group isomorphic to ^ = (Map(S, R + )/R + ) and if
f:CSπ>EC* is a bundle homomorphism, then the connection A =f*ξ is a metric
connection (in particular it can be a Levi Civita connection). If 2!G(autt;CίS'/C) is
the vector field on CS, corresponding to σe(Map(S,R)/R) = Lie(Map(S,R + )/# + ),
then the relevant anomaly is given by the following map:

Σ h-> iΣA A FA = σFA. (2.8)

13 In the following, ξ will be considered either as a connection on EU(\) or as a connection on £C*,
reducible to a connection on EU(ΐ)
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If we observe that under the isomorphism £/(l)->SO(2), the curvature FA becomes,

up to a factor *J — 1, the Euler density, then we see that the right-hand side of

(2.8) coincides, up to a factor ^ / — 1 , with the expression of the local conformal

anomaly in two dimensions as defined according to [14].
So we can interpret the conformal anomaly in two dimensions as the

holomorphic anomaly restricted to vector fields Σ defined as above.
Notice that we could not consider in (2.7) only Levi-Civita connections instead

of metric connections since, if Ag is the Levi Civita connection of g, then the gauge
transform of Ag by eσ is not the Levi Civita connection of eσg. For instance, in
holomorphic coordinates, where d = d + d, the gauge transform of Ag is Ag + rfσ,
while the Levi-Civita connection of eσg is Ag + dσ. The above observation has some
implications concerning the possibility of cancelling conformal anomalies as it
will be shown in the following.

As A is a C*-valued connection form, we can write A = Re A + ί Im A. But Re A
is an exact form since Aestf™iτιc. Now iΣA = IΣRQA and so we could mistakenly
conclude that the conformal anomaly (2.8) is always trivial, since we have:

iΣA ΛFA = ίΣd(β A FA) = LΣ(β A FA) - d(iΣβ A FA\ (2.9)

provided that dβ = Re A. Here LΣ is the Lie derivative along Σ.
The impossibility of considering the conformal anomaly as a trivial one arises

from the fact that we cannot identify LΣβ as the "true" variation of β along Σ. In
fact, when A is a Levi-Civita connection then β is a function of the metric g [4]
and its "variation along X" should really be the variation obtained by conformally
rescaling the metric g [11,15]1 4.

14 We would have similar problems for a possible "gauge" interpretation of some conformal anomalies

in the case of a manifold M of any even dimension n.

One could consider the bundle Orth M of oriented frames which are orthogonal and of fixed length

at each point. This is a principal bundle with structure group R + x SO(ή).

Obviously one could also consider the gauge transformations defined by the elements of Map(M,R + )

and construct a diagram like (2.7), by replacing S,CS,C* and U(l) respectively with M,OrthM,R + x

SO(n) and SO(ή). In π-dimensions a class of conformal anomalies is given by [14,16]:

where F is the curvature of a metric or Levi Civita connection and P is an ad-invariant polynomial
of SO(n) with rc/2-entries. Other conformal anomalies are constructed with the Weyl tensor.
Interpreting the above anomaly (*) as a gauge anomaly would mean considering the form

TTAAP{F,...,F)

which is certainly exact,

So the conformal anomaly would be "trivial" and we would have the same situation as in two

dimensions. The difference between two and any other even dimension is the following. If n = dim M Φ 2,

then there exists no universal (n + l)-form χ (depending on the space of connections on Orth M which

are reducible to connection on OgM) which satisfies the following requirements:

(a) χ is closed and it is not the differential of any other universal form;

(b) The anomaly (*) can be represented as the map Σ->iΣχ, where Σ, in turn, is a vector field

corresponding to σeMap(M, R).

Hence it seems that, if nφl, then the coefficient of the anomalies (*) cannot be computed with the

family's index theorem
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We have also to point out that, since the group Map(S,R+) is a contractible
space, it does not make any sense to look for the topological significance of
conformal anomalies, namely it does not make sense to search for anomalies
representing non-trivial 1-cohomology classes of Map(S, R + ) , since such non-trivial
classes do not exist. Also it does not make any sense to look for topological
arguments which could justify the use of the index theorem in the computation of
conformal anomalies for any dimension of the space time. The possibility of such
a use in two dimensions seems to be purely "coincidental" (at least in the present
framework), due to the relation between conformal and holomorphic anomalies.
But the locality requirement applies perfectly well to conformal anomalies. Locality
here means that anomalies may not be cancelled by adding counterterms which
are not forms depending on the fields of the theory. But obviously they can be
cancelled if the coefficient in front of them is zero. This is what happens to conformal
anomalies in the critical dimension [17].

Gravitational anomalies can be considered by pulling back cohomology classes
of BU(1) via the map Evin the following diagram:

(2.10)

Diff^S
-^->BU(l),

where Θs ex j / m e t r i c denotes the bundle of orthonormal frames of S paired with the
corresponding metric connections for metrics on S.

When the world-sheet of the string is imbedded in a flat background, then the
coeffcients of both the gravitational and the holomorphic anomaly have been
computed [17]. In the Polyakov string, the contributions from the left and the
right sectors to the gravitational anomaly annihilate each other. In contrast, the
coefficient of the conformal anomaly vanishes only in the critical dimension. In
the heterotic string and in the superstring case, both the conformal and the
gravitational anomaly vanish only in the critical dimension [17].

Finally, let us point out that two complex structures J and J' are said to be
equivalent if the relevant complex frame bundles CjS and CjS are such that

CJ.S = l(ψ)-ί(CjS), (2.11)

where φ is a diffeomorphism and l(φ) is its lift in LS.
If the genus g of S is ^ 2 , then there are only a finite number of diffeomorphisms

φ (no more than 84 (g - 1) [18]) such that

CjS = l{φyιCjS (2.12)

for any complex structure J.
So for g ^ 2, the action of Diff S on the space of complex structures is essentially

free and the quotient space is called the moduli space. From now on we will assume
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For any complex structure, CjS there is a unique Levi Civita connection (for
a compatible metric) AL1 such that its scalar curvature is — 1. If CjS = l(φ) ~1 (C, S),
then AJ1X = l(\jj)*AL1. We can consider the space J / " 1 of all connections AΊι,
for any complex structure J. Moreover we can define, analogously to definitions
(7.18)—(7.21) in [1], the bundle # s x J / " 1 of all complex frames paired with the
corresponding connection in J ^ " 1 . We have then the following diagram:

^ X ^ " 1 Ev >

DiffS *

(2.13)

Here (S x stf~ 1)/E)iff S is a fiber bundle over the moduli space (or the Teichmύller
space if we limit ourselves to considering only diffeomorphisms which are connected
to the identity)15. Diagram (2.13) allows us to consider the anomaly over the moduli
(Teichmύller) space. Such an anomaly is generated by the two form on ^"VDiffS
obtained by fiber integrating the pull back of Fξ A FξeΩ4(BU(l)).

Notice that since we are interested in local anomalies, the fact that the
Teichmύller space is contractible does not imply automatically the cancellation
of the relevant anomaly. The anomaly determined by diagram (2.13) can be thought
of as obstructions to the definition of a local diff-invariant expression for "det d"
(see also [19]).

It is clear, by comparing diagrams (2.7), (2.10) and (2.13), that the cancellation16

of the conformal anomaly implies the cancellation of the local anomaly over the
moduli (Teichmύller) spaces [20], since both anomalies are generated by the same
form Fξ A Fξ on BU(1). In conclusion, all the anomalies of the string (except the
sigma-model ones) are generated by the same form on BU(1).

As a final remark, we recall that the homomorphism (2.13) can be defined only
when we are given a connection η' on (^s x j/ '^/DiffS. This connection ηr is in
turn determined by a connection ω on the bundle srf'1 ->(j/~1/TDiffS) (see [1],
Sect. 7). Now o n i " 1 there is a natural DifFS-in variant metric, namely the
Weil-Petersson metric [21,22,23], so we can choose for ω the connection such
that the "horizontal" vectors in 7 W 1 are, by definition, the ones which are
orthogonal to the vertical ones with respect to this metric.

3. Sigma-Model Anomalies of the String

In this section the world-sheet S of the string is supposed to be a compact connected
Riemann surface imbedded or immersed in an n-dimensional compact Riemannian

15 One could also consider an analogous diagram for ^s x j / m e t n c , where metric connections (for
compatible metrics) are paired with the corresponding complex frame bundles

16 Here by cancellation we mean obviously that the coefficient of the anomaly is zero and not that the
anomaly is cancelled by adding local counterterms
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manifold M, which will be generally assumed to be connected, compact and without
boundary. The space of all the imbeddings of S in M is denoted by the symbol (S, M),
while the space of all immersions will be denoted by the symbol Imm(S, M) 1 7 .
Obviously we have Imm(S,M) => Imb(S,M).

We want to discuss the sigma-model anomalies of the string18.
A few preliminary remarks concerning the mathematical structure of the

imbedded or immersed world-sheet of the string are in order:

1) In sigma-models, the relevant space of maps is the space of all maps from the
manifold to the target space, while, for the string, we want to consider only the
imbeddings or the immersions. One of our aims is in fact to "compare" the
"action" of the two difffeomorphism groups: Diff M and Diff S.

In the following we will discuss first the imbedded world-sheet of the string
and later we will consider briefly the immersed one. We have to recall, anyway
that if the dimension of M is large enough (e.g. dim M ^ 5), then any map from
S to M is homotopic to an imbedding, see [24,25].

2) For any hoelmb(S,M) and for any ^eDiffM, the composite φ°h0 is also an
element of Imb(£,M) not necessarily distinct from h0. Moreover if we are given
hoelmb(S,M), then we can define ψ,ψfeDiΐΐM to be equivalent when φ°h0 =
ψ'°h0. We denote by Diff M/(/i0) the space of such equivalence classes, and
by Diff0M/(/z0) the space of equivalence classes of elements of Diff0M, which
is by definition the connected component of the identity. In the following h0

will be an arbitrary, fixed imbedding.

3) We have to consider, at least in principle, three different symmetry groups for
the imbedded world-sheet of the string: DiffS, DiffM and Diff(M,/io(S)). The
last group is defined as the subgroup of DiffM which maps ho(S) into itself.

Any element in Diff(M, ho(S)) induces a diffeomorphism of S, so there is a
group homomorphism:

pho:Όiϊf(M,ho(S))^ΌiίϊS, (3-1)

where ψeΌiΐϊ(M, ho(S))=>φ°ho = h0

opho(φ). The map pho is surjective on Diff0 S,
i.e. on the connected component of the identity of Diff S.

For reasons that will be discussed later, we consider also the space
ΌiS(M,ho(S))1 of equivalence classes of elements of Diff(M, h0(S)), where two
such elements ψ, ψ' are said to be equivalent if

here π:LM-+M is the projection and / is the natural lift for DiffM.
Notice that Diff(M, ho(S))1 is a group when the product of two equivalence

classes [ψ~\ and [ι//] is defined as the equivalence class [_ψ°ψ'~\. Indeed it is the

>M is, by definition, a C00 map such that ho^.TxS —> Tho{x)M is

injective VxeS. The immersion h0 is, by definition, an imbedding if it is injective

18 All the results of this section are valid also for the case of a /c-dimensional manifold S imbedded in

an ^-dimensional manifold M, with n>k, provided that the condition dim M ^ 5 considered below is

replaced by the condition dim M ^ 2k + 1
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quotient of Diff(M, h0 (S)) by the normal subgroup of those φ such that
l(ιj/)ho = hOi where ho:h$LM-^LM is canonically induced by h0. The group
ΌiS(M,ho(S))1 can also be identified with the subgroup of Aut/zg LM, given by:

{φ\φeA\xth$LM such that there exists φeDiffM,

with ho°φ = l(φ)°h0]

where I is the natural lift in LM.
We can also consider the group Diffo(M,/zo(S)), that is the connected

component of the identity of Diff(M, ho(S)) and the group Diffo(M, ho(S))1 which
is given by the equivalence classes of elements of Diff0 (M, h0 (S)).

4) If h e Imb (S, M) is homotopic to h0, then there exists a diffeomorphism φ e Diff0 M
such that (A°/20 = /z [24,25]1 9. So any /zeImb(S,M) which is homotopic to h0

can be identified with an element of Diff0 M/(h0). In other words, we can consider
the imbedding-degrees-of-freedom of the string as equivalence classes of
diffeomorphisms of the target space M.

We denote by Imb(5,M)Λo the set of all imbeddings homotopic to h0.
Notice that the above arguments do not depend on the choice of h0 in a given

homotopy class of imbeddings. Obviously it can also happen, that there is only
one homotopy class in Imb(5,M). This is the case, for instance, when π1(M) =
π2(M) = 0.

In order to discuss the anomalies of a (closed super) string propagating in a
background corresponding to its zero mass sector [26,27], we consider a Lagrangian
which includes, besides the density of Eq. (2.2), also a term h%B, where /zoeImb(S, M)
and B is a 2-form on M (e.g. the fundamental 2-form, if M is a complex manifold).
The relevant fermionic part of the string action will contain typically two terms
{φ^^Aφ) and </l,^*ω/l>, where ω and A are respectively connections on SpinM
and P, a (gauge) principal bundle. Moreover, λ is assumed to be a section of the
bundle S± ® h% TM (corresponding to the Ramond, Neveu, Schwarz formulation),
where S± is the spinor bundle over S with positive (negative) chirality and φ is
supposed to be a section of a bundle S+ (g) h$ V, where V is a vector bundle associated
to P. The fields φ and λ have opposite chirality.

In this section, we will concentrate on the chiral anomalies which have not
already been discussed in the previous section. We refer to them generically as
sigma-model anomalies. Let us discuss first the sigma-model anomalies of the
string, which are analogous to the sigma-model anomalies considered in Sect. 1.

If P is a principal bundle over M, then we can consider the diagram:

ev*P ^ - ^ P

I (3*2)

S x 0>ho Imb(S, M) — - ^ S x Imb (5, M) —^-> M.

19 This statement is true, provided that n = dim M ^ 5
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Here the formalism is the same as in Sect. 1 (see in particular diagram (1.15)).

The anomaly is generated by Wκ(π%e\* A,A0) (in the formalism with the

background connection) (see also [28,29,30]) where K is the (normalized)

ad-invariant polynomial with 2-entries on the Lie algebra of the structure

group, A is a connection on P (recall expressions (1.4), (1.5)) and Ao is a background

connection on h%P. One can consider also the bundle OΓM (or SpinΓM), where

Γ is a metric on M, and study the "Lorentz" sigma-model anomaly generated by

Wκ(π%ev*ω,ω0), where ω is a Lorentz connection on M and ω0 is a connection

on h$O ΓM. When both gauge and Lorentz anomalies are present, we must refer

to the bundle O ΓM + P and the relevant anomaly is generated by the form

Wκ(π* ev* A,A0)- Wκ(π* ev* ω,ω0).

We have essential three cases for the sigma-model anomalies of the string.

(1) In the first case, we denote by FA the curvature of A and we assume that the
Weil homomorphism applied to K gives zero. That is, we assume that there
exists a basic 3-form HA such that K(FΛ9FA) = dHA.

In this case the sigma-model anomaly can be cancelled by the (generalized)
Wess-Zumino term B which is an element of Ω2(S x ̂ 0(Imb(S,M))).

In particular J B will be a function defined on the path space @>ho Imb(S, M).
s

Analogously to the guage anomaly, the Lorentz anomaly also will be cancelled
provided the first Pontrjagin class of M is zero.

(2) As a second case, we assume that K(FA,FA) and K(Fω,Fω) are not necessarily
exact but that the following condition is satisfied:

K(FA,FA) - K(Fω,Fω) = dHA,ω. (3.3)

That is we assume that the cohomology class of K(FA,FA) coincides with the
first Pontrjagin class.

In this situation we can consider the bundle P + 0 ΓM over M and the
diagram (see Sect. 1 for the notation):

I- 0ΓM) • ev*(P + 0ΓM)

I (3>4)

S x ^Λ o(Imb(S, M)) -^-> S x Imb(S, M)Λo - ^ M

Now the form

is closed (due to (3.3)) and hence exact, since it is a 3-form on a space which
admits as a deformation retract the two dimensional space S. Hence we have
a generalized Wess-Zumino term which cancels the anomaly. Notice that the
minus sign is due to the opposite chiralities.
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(3) In the third case we assume that no equation like (3.3) is satisfied. In this case,
there is no anomaly cancellation.

We are now in position to make a further comment on the Green-Schwarz
mechanism.

We recall that anomaly cancellation for a ten-dimensional field theory can
occur only when we require the imbedding of the orthonormal frame bundle into
the gauge bundle, as was explained in [1], Sect. 8. Hence, in field theory, it is the
imbedding itself which guarantees the validity of an equation analogous to Eq. (3.3).

On the contrary, if we consider the sigma-model anomalies of the string, then
Eq. (3.3) permits anomaly cancellation and no imbedding is required.

In other words, the Green-Schwarz mechanism, without imbedding, should
be interpreted as a mechanism for the cancellation of sigma-model anomalies of
the string, and not for the cancellation of anomalies in a ten-dimensional field
theory. In this case, under suitable geometrical conditions, a cancellation scheme
is also possible, which is realized through a Chapline-Manton ansatz (see [31]).

Other sigma-model anomalies of the string need to be considered.
We will now consider new sigma-model anomalies which have not been studied

before in the literature. We will call them diffeomorphism-sigma-model anomalies.
The first question we have to ask ourselves is whether it makes sense at all to look
for Diff M-anomalies.

In order to understand better the situation, notice that, if we assume that
a diffeomorphism i^eDiffM transforms the imbedding /zoeImb(S, M) into ψ°h0

and the Lorentz (spin) connection ω into /(ι/^)~1*ω, then not only the string
Lagrangian is invariant under Diff M, but all of its terms are completely insensitive
to the diffeomorphisms of M. This action of Diff M is the only one which leaves
the string Lagrangian invariant. The Dirac operator ^ * ω does not transform
covariantly under Diff M, it is simply left unchanged. So it does not make sense to
speak of Diff M-sigma-model anomalies of the string, when the full group DiffM
is considered.

The situation is different if, on the contrary, only the group Diff(M, h0 (S)) is
taken into account. In this case we can assume that, under the action of the above
group, the imbedding is kept fixed, while M is transformed. Thus, if we identify S
with ho(S), this group is "perceived" by the imbedded string as the group of
diffeomorphisms of the string itself.

The action of Diff(M, h0 (S)) differs from the action of Diff 5, only when we
include fields like the Λ,'s considered before, i.e. when we consider sections of bundles
associated to h*LM (or /i*LM + ) 2 0 . In this case two elements of Diff(M, ho(S)) will
have the same effect on the above fields λ if and only if they belong to the same
class in Diff (M, ho(S))1, i.e. if they coincide on ho(S) and their natural lifts coincide
for all the points of LM\ho(S).

In this respect, an invariance group we have to consider is ΌiS(M,ho(S))1.

20 In dealing with spinor fields one should be careful about the possible change of the spin structure
of 5 [32] (see also [33]). If we want to avoid such a change, then we can limit ourselves to considering
the group p V
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As opposed to the case of DiffM, the action of Diff(M, ho(S))1 on the fields λ and
on the Dirac operator is not trivial. Hence, in principle, if the string action contains
the fermionic part described before, then one has to consider also the sigma-model
anomalies of the string which come from the action of Diff(M, h0 (S))1. These
anomalies differ from the ordinary sigma-model anomalies since for any chosen
hoelmb(S, M) they are 1-forms on Diff(M, ho(S))1 c Aut h$LM, while the ordinary
sigma-model anomalies are 1-forms on Autυh%P, for a given principal bundle P.

More generally we will consider the action (and the relevant anomalies) of the
full group Aut h$LM under whose action, the Dirac operator ^ * ω transforms
covariantly. Obviously our main interest concerns the possibility of anomaly
cancellation. From this point of view there is nothing "special" in the bundle LM,
hence we will study the anomalies of the full group of automorphisms of a bundle
induced through h0 from a generic bundle P over M with connection A.

First we notice that Diff0S acts freely on Imb(S,M)ho as follows

Imb(S, M)h0 x Diffo S -> Imb(S, M)ho

(Kψ) ^hoψ, { ' }

yielding a principal fibre bundle [5]. Then we can consider the fibration:

S, M)) D i f f o 5 ^ ^ Λ o ( I m b ( S , M))

(3.7)

(Imb(S,M)),0

Diff0 S '

where ^Λ o(Imb(S,M))D i f f o S is the space of paths on Imb(S, M) with starting point
h0 and endpoints given by ho°ψ, with ^eDiff 0S 2 1 . If πί(p) is the endpoint of
pG^Λ o(Imb(S,M))D i f f ( ) S then we set

Let now P be a principal G-bundle on M with connection A and let h*P be
the bundle on S induced via h0. To any ι^eDiff0 S we can associate the canonical
homomorphism

We are now in a position to define a map

S, M))D i f f ( ) S - Aut ft*P. (3.8)

Namely for any pG^Λ o(Imb(5,M))D i f f o S we set τ3(p) = p^^τ^p) where the
homomorphism τA(p):h$P^>(h0°ψ)*P is defined as in Sect. 1 (see Eq. (1.10)—(1.12)).

21 In order to prove that the map π1 gives a fibration, it is enough to notice that πι is the combination

of the projection map πx of the fibration ^h o(Imb(S,M))->Imp(S, M)ho with the projection map of the

principal bundle Imb(5,M)Λo->(Imb(S,M))ho/Diff05
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The map τ 3 is an extension of the map τ2(1.12), but while the image of τ 2 is a
subgroup of Aut Λ$P, the same is not necessarily true for the image of τ 3 .

The evaluation map

ev S x I m b (S, M)ho-*T (3.9)

descends to a map

So we can consider the closed 2 form on

(Imb(S,M)),0

Diff0 S

given by

Sew'*K(FA,FA)9 (3.11)
s

where FA is the curvature of the connection A. The form (3.11) can be lifted to a
2-form on ^Λ o(Imb(S,M)) where it becomes exact since ^Λ o(Imb(S,M)) is a
contractible space. Namely we have

π*$eV*K(FA,FA) = dC (3.12)
s

and, taking into account the fibration (3.7), we can set2 2

J* c = j J* Wκ(πf ev * A, Ao). (3.13)

The above expression is the pullback under the map τ 3 of the full Aut hζP anomaly.
Analogously to Sect. 1 we can easily prove that the exactness of the form K(FA, FA)
implies the exactness of J*C as a 1-form on ^Λ o(Imb(S,M))D i f f o S . More precisely
the equation

K(FA,FA) = dHA (3.14)

implies

Wκ{π* ev * A, AQ) = π* ev* H + dl(Wκ(πf ev * A, Ao) - π* ev* H), (3.15)

where the homotopy operator Ά is defined as in Theorem (1.19).
From (3.15) we obtain in turn

J 7 * Wκ(πf ev* A, Ao) = d J J * £(Wκ(π* ev * Λ, >40) - π* ev* ΛΓ), (3.16)
s s

where the last d is the exterior derivative on ̂ o (Imb(S r ,M)) D i f f o S .
This is a way in which sigma-model anomalies relevant to the full group of

automorphisms of an induced principal bundle can be cancelled. As we said before,

22 In order to avoid a cumbersome notation we use ambiguously the symbol J to denote also the

map 5 x^Λ o(Imb(5,M))D l f f o S-»-5 x ^ fco(Imb(S, M)) which should more properly be denoted by the

symbol id x J
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the case which is specially relevant for string theory is when the bundle P is the
frame bundle over the target M.

In conclusion we can say that the cancellation of (local) gravitational-sigma-
model anomalies for the string, is guaranteed by the vanishing of the first Pontrjagin
class of the ambient manifold M.

Alternatively, it is enough to a require a condition like (3.3), if we want
to consider simultaneously the gravitational sigma-model anomalies and the
anomalies of the full automorphism group of the "gauge" bundle h$P.

Finally, we want to comment briefly on .a more general situation than the
imbedded string. Namely we want to consider a string whose world-sheet S is
immersed into the ambient manifold M as opposed to being imbedded.

We denote by Nho the subset of S defined as follows:

Nho = {xeS\3xΈS with x'φx and ho(x) = ho(x')}.

The subsets Nho cz S and ho(Nho) a M are closed. In general both Nho and ho(Nho)
will be the union of closed submanifolds (possibly with boundary) respectively of S
and M. We are especially interested here in the case when h0(Nho) and hence [34]
also Nho are given by a discrete set of points. In this situation we can take into
account the following groups:

Diff(M,ho(S);h0(Nho)) = {ψeΌiϊϊM, such that φ(ho(S)) = ho(S)

and φ(hQ(Nho)) = h0(Nho)}, (3.17)

Όiϊΐ(S;Nho) = {ψeΌiΐϊS, such that Vyeho(Nho) we have:

xux2eho1(y\x1 φ χ2^>hoφ(x1) = h0φ(x2)}. (3.18)

We can discuss the sigma-model anomalies of the immersed string exactly in the
same way as we did for the imbedded string, provided that we replace the groups
ΌiK{M,ho{S)) and DiffS with the groups (3.17) and (3.18) respectively, and that
we take "special care" of the elements of (3.17) and (3.18) which "exchange" the
multiple points.

4. Evaluation Map, Differential Characters and Global Anomalies

A) Consistency Conditions, Group Cohomology and Line Bundles
Over the Orbit Space

In order to introduce global anomalies ([35-41]), it is convenient to reformulate
the consistency conditions by including also transformations which are not
connected with the identity. Let ^ be a symmetry group of the theory (e.g. the
group of gauge transformations or the group of diffeomorphisms). Perturbative
calculations try to produce an effective procedure to calculate a fermion deter-
minant. The latter will be denoted by ££(A); it is supposed to be a non-vanishing
complex function, defined locally on the space of connections, sέ'. Then aim is to
construct a globally defined ^-invariant functional on srf.

Let us represent the action of ^ on 3((A) as follows:

(4.1)
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If the (complex) factor p(A; φ) is non-trivial, then 2£(A) is not invariant and the
effective procedure fails; we have an anomaly. The consistency condition for p(A; φ)
is found [42] by requiring φ ι-» %(ψ) to be a representation of ^, namely by requiring
the following equality: ύt/(φ1)%(φ2) = ^(ΦiΦi)- This implies the cocycle condition:

P(Aφ1;ψ2)p(A;ψ1)p(A;ψ1φ2)-1 = 1. (4.2)

If moreover we suppose that p(A; φ) has the form

p(A; φ) = exp [2πiα(yl; φ)~] (4.3)

for a real function α, then Eq. (4.2) becomes:

x\φ2) + QC(A;φλ) - α(X; φιφ2) = 0 modZ. (4.4)

In field theory we always have to require that p(A φ) has the form (4.3). The
anomaly corresponding to p{A;φ) is trivial if there exists a function σ defined on
the space of connections jtf, such that:

) = σ(Aφ)σ-1(A). (4.5)

In this case, by setting ft(A) = σ~ι(A)£(A) we obtain a ^-invariant functional.

When p(A φ) is represented by (4.3), the anomaly is trivial if there exists a real
function θ defined on j / , with:

oc(A;φ) = θ(Aφ)-θ(A) modZ. (4.6)

The above formulae are the basis of our analysis of global (as well as local) anomlies.
Conditions (4.4) and (4.6) are, respectively the cocycle and coboundary conditions
for the group cohomology of ^ with coefficients in the reduction mod Z of C 0 0 ^ )
(see [43]).

The usual consistency conditions for local anomalies are easily obtained from
Eq. (4.4) by considering φx and φ2 infinitesimally close to the identity; we are then
involved with the Lie algebra cohomology. As pointed out before, we look for a
^-invariant fermion determinant. Hence the problem is to see whether one can
re-define the functional '£{A) first to be infinitesimally invariant, and further to
be ^-invariant (and globally defined on the whole space srf\ While trying to
implement this latter extension, we will come across global anomalies.

In order to understand, from a general point of view, the problem of global
anomalies we will discuss briefly the connection between group cohomology and
complex line bundles.

If we have a cocycle p(A; φ) satisfying (4.2), then we can construct a (locally
trivial) line bundle S£p over j//3ί, defined by the following equivalence relation in
srf x C:

(A, c) - (Aψ, p(Λ, φY^c) φe$, Aes/, ceC.

It is easy to verify that the above equivalence relation is well defined only if Eq. (4.2)
is satisfied.

If p(A; φ) is trivial, namely if it satisfies Eq. (4.5), then we can construct a global
non-vanishing section of J£?p, which associates to [ X ] G J / / ^ the equivalence class
in i x C / ^ given by [_{A,σ{A)~ι)~]. Vice versa, if 5£ is trivial, then there
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exists a global section s which we write as s([^4]) = [(A,f(A)'], where / is
a function: si -• C*. Since (Aψ, f(Aφ)) ~ (A, p(A, φ)f(Aφ)), it follows that f(Aψ) =
p(A, φ)~1f(A). Hence the group cocycle (4.2) defines a line bundle over s//& which
is trivial if and only if the cocycle itself is trivial.

At this point the problem of global anomalies can be generally stated as follows.
Suppose we have a group theoretical 1-cocycle p(A;ψ), which is defined only for
φ belonging to the identity connected component ̂ 0 of <S. If p(A; φ) is trivial, then,
by definition, there exists a function σ:sl-+C* such that p(A\φ) = σ(Aφ)σ(A)~ι,
for Aesl, φe^0. Hence, we can extend trivially the cocycle p(A;φ) to the whole
group ^, by setting p(A;φ) = σ(Aφ)σ~1(A) for Aesl and φe&. The problem of
global anomalies can be now formulated as follows: are there also non-trivial
extensions of the cocycle p(A; φ) to the whole group ^? In other words: are there
non-trivial group theoretical 1-cocycles of ^, which become trivial when restricted
t o ^ 0 ?

We will enter the details of global anomalies after devoting the next subsection
to the illustration of some important technical tools. But before, let us remark that
the approach outlined is aimed at emphasizing the connection of global anomalies
with perturbative field theory and locality.

B) Differential Characters [44]

From the above discussion it is evident that we are looking for objects which
satisfy certain equations modulo integers.

Let us now denote the reduction R -• R/Z by a tilde; namely for any real number
r and for any real cochain (cohomology class) α, their reduction modZ will be
denoted by f and α. Hence the consistency condition (4.4) and the triviality
condition (4.6) can be written as

6ί(Aφ1;φ2) + oί(A;φ1)-oί(A;φίφ2) = O. (4.4)'

a(A; φ) = θ(Aφ) - Θ(A). (4.6)'

Corresponding to the above reduction, we have the Bockstein exact sequence
of cohomology groups [11,13]:

-+ Hι(M,Z) -UH ι(M,R) -^H\M,R/Z) Λ H ι + 1(M,Z)^, (4.7)

where i is the canonical map between integral and real cohomology, the tilde
denotes the reduction mod Z and β is the Bockstein operator.

Let us now denote by Zt the group of normalized smooth singular /-cycles and
by d and δ respectively the boundary and coboundary operators. An /-differential
character u is a homomorphism ιτ.Zz->R/Z subject to the following condition:

u°d is the reduction modZ of an (/ + l)-differential form. (4.8)

We denote by Hι(M,R/Z) the space of /-differential characters. The relevance of
differential characters for some physical applications, has been pointed out first
by Cocqueraux [45].
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One can always find a real cochain b such that [44] 2 3

b = u. (4.9)

Moreover if both b1 and b2 satisfy Eq. (4.9) for the same differential character u,
then bί and b2 are cohomologous or, equivalently,

bx = fr2 + g + exact, (4.10)

where q is an integral /-cochain.
From (4.8) and (4.9) we obtain [44]

δb = ω-s, (4.11)

where ω is an (/ + l)-differential form and s is an integral (/ + l)-cochain. One can
show that ω is closed with integral periods, that s is a cocycle and moreover that

ϊ[s] = [ω],

where ί is the natural map Hι + 1(M,Z)^Hι+1(M,R).
We define now

δx(u) = ω9 δ2(u) = [sl (4.12)

where ω and s are defined as in (4.11). The definitions (4.12) are valid since they
do not depend on the choice of the real cochain b satisfying (4.9).

Cheeger and Simons [44] show also that, denoting by Ω%(M) the space of closed
differential forms with integer periods, we have the following exact sequences:

0 -• H\M9 R/Z) -> Hι(M, R/Z) -^-> Ωι

0

+

->Hι + ί(M,Z)^0. (4.13)

Moreover by defining

Rι(M,Z) = {(ω,h)eΩι

0(M) x Hι(M,Z)\ί(h) = [ω]},

we obtain from (4.13) the exact sequence

^ ^ ^ U R ^ ^ M , Z ) ^ (4.14)
ι(n (M,ZJ))

which shows that whenever we have Hι(M, R) = 0, then ueHι(M, R/Z) is determined
uniquely by its image in Rι +1 (M, Z). Moreover we know [44] that iϊusHι(M, R/Z),
then δ2u= — βu and that δ1 restricted to Ωι(M)/Ωι

0(M) is equal to the exterior
derivative.

23 A better notation for Eq. (4.9) would be

b\zι = u,

but we understand, here and in the future, that any real cochain (or any differential form) reduced

mod Z, gives a differential character only when it is restricted to cycles
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If Hι(M, Z) has no torsion, then the map i:Hι+ί(M, Z)^Hι+i(M, R) is injective
and for (ω, h)eRι + 1(M, Z), the class h is completely determined by [ω], hence
Rι + ί(M9Z)&Ωι

Q

+1(M). If, on the contrary, #,(M,Z) has torsion, then there is
indeterminacy in choosing h given ω. We consider now a G-universal bundle
EG-+BG with universal connection ξ (whose curvature is Fξ) and an ad-invariant
polynomial Q with ^-entries, such that Q(F'ξ,... ,F'ξ)eΩlk(BG).

We know that H^'^BG.R) = 0; hence given any integral class τeH2k{BG,Z\
with i(τ) = [Q(Fξ,..., Fξ)] there exists a unique differential character uQ(τ)eH2k~1

(BG9R/Z) s u c h t h a t δί(uQ(τ)) = Q(Fξ9...,Fξ) a n d δ2(uQ(τ)) = τ.
If H2k-i(BG, Z) has no torsion, then τ and hence uQ(τ) is completely determined

by β, but torsion would require a choice of τ (see also the next point E on
cobordism).

Differential characters can be pulled back via smooth maps even though, in
the general case, homotopic maps do not yield the same differential character. We
now associated to any bundle P(M, G) with connection A a bundle morphism

P -^ EG

(4.15)
4

M -UBG9

inducing A from the universal connection ξ [46].
It can be proved [44] that the differential character given by f*uQ(τ) is the

unique one which satisfies the following conditions:

2) δ2{f*UQ(τ)) = f*τ9

3) f*uQ(τ) is functorial with respect to bundle morphisms.

If we consider on P(M, G) two connections Ah i = 1,2 and correspondingly two
classifying morphisms (f'hfi)J = 1,2, then we have the following equalities [44]:

π*fΐuQ(τ)=TQ(Ai)\Z2k_ι{P)9 (4.16)

fΐuQ(τ)-fϊuQ(τ)=WQ(Al9A2)\Z2k_im9 (4.17)

where on the right-hand side of the above equations we consider only the restriction
to cycles. We are now equipped to construct, for any n-dimensional compact
manifold M and for any ad-invariant polynomial with (n/2 + 1 gentries, an object
which satisfies the consistency condition (4.4).

As a matter of notation, we denote by the symbol u \_d] the evaluation of the
differential character u (or the singular cochain u) on the cycle a.

C) Consistency Conditions and Local Anomalies

Let P{M,G) be, as usual, a principal G-bundle over an π-dimensional compact
manifold M and let ^ be the relevant space of connections.
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On the principal G-bundle Pxs?/-+Mχjtf,we consider the connection η24

defined in [1], Eq. (7.11), which descends to a connection η' on the bundle
(P x styg ->(M x J / ) / ^ . Consider also a background connection Ao and define, for
any path p'.I^stf with A = p(0) and A' = p(\\ the functional

W%A'\p) = f WQ(η,A0).
M x p(I)

Here, and in the following, we assume that Q is an ad-invariant polynomial with
(n/2 + l)-entries, such that Q(Fξ,..., Fξ)εΩlk(BG\ where ξ is, as before, a universal
connection with curvature Fξ.

Let ^ 0 denote the connected component of the identity of ^, let Ae<$/, φe^0

and let p be a path lying in the ^ 0 -orbit through v4, with starting point A and
endpoint Aî .

We have the following

Theorem (4.18). Under the above assumptions, the reduction mod Z of the functional
W{QA^\p) is independent of the choice of the path p if p lies in a $-orbit. Hence it
can be simply denoted by W^Q'A^.

Proof The restriction of the connection η to the ^0-orbit through A is simply
given by ev*^, where e v : P x ^ - > P is the evaluation map (see [1], Sect. 2,3
and7). Choose a class τeHn + 2(BG,Z) and consider the differential character
uQ(τ). Let (/Ί,/ i ) and (/Ό,/o) be the classifying morphisms relevant to the two
connections A and Ao. Obviously we have, for dimensional reasons, ffuQ(τ) = 0,
ΐ = 0,1. Given two paths p1,p2:I-+jrf between A and Aφ, we combine them to
obtain a loop hS1-^^. The difference of the forms W{QM\pi) is then given
by j WQ(η,A0). Due to (4.17) and to the functoriality of the differential

MxliS1)

character f*uQ(τ) we have:

WQ{w*A,A0)lM x /(S1)] = ( e v * / f « Q W - / j M Q ( τ ) ) [ M x /(S1)] = 0 ,

where e y : M x ^ - > ^ is the map induced by the evaluation map ev P x ^ - ^ P .
Hence ί ^ ^ } ( / ) = 0 and so W{£ΛΦ] = W{^M]{p) depends only on the connection
Aes/ and on the group element φ. •

Corollary (4.19). W ρ 4 ' ^ satisfies the consistency condition (4.4)'\ namely satisfies the

24 Recall that η is defined as follows:

ηPtΛ(Xi ,X2) = A{XX) + Λ(ω(X2))p,

where X1eTpP,X2eTAj^ and ω is a connection for the bundle sf-+

If ^ is the group of diffeomorphisms (strongly fixing a point), then the space of all connections J / is

to be replaced by the space of all metric connections ja/metnc or by the space of all Levi-Civita connections

jrfLC as it has been explained in [1], Sect. 7. If <8A denotes the ^-orbit passing through Aes/, then η

restricted to P x <&A is simply given by ev* A, where ev:P x $A « P x ^ - > P is the evaluation map (see

[1], Sect. 2).

In the string case we can consider the identity component of the diίfeomorphism group acting on the

space of all complex structures. In this case ω will be determined by the Weil-Petersson metric (see Sect. 2)
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following equation:

In other words w\£'Λ*} is a group theoretical 1-cocycle on <&Q.

Remarks.

1) While W{QM] does not depend on the chosen path lying in the ^
connecting A and A\j/9 the object W{QM]{p\ which is not reduced modZ,
depends, in general, on p.

2) If p is the infinitesimal path in 0 represented by the vector field XeTe^, then,
with a slight abuse of notation, we can consider W{QtΛ+LχΛ}(X)25 and show
that it is equal to J jxWQ(e\* A9A0), namely equal to the integrated local

M

anomaly. Here j x is defined as in [1], Sect. 3. In other words, by performing

the "infinitesimal variation" in the ^0-orbit of W{£M]{p) we obtain the

integrated local anomaly.

3) We recall that an (integrated) local anomaly is said to be of topological origin
if it represents a non-trivial real 1-cohomology class of ^ and of non-topological
origin if it represents O e i f 1 ^ , ! ! ) (see Sects. 5,6 of [1]). From the discussion
above we can conclude that, if the anomaly corresponding to the ad-invariant
polynomial Q is of non-topological origin, then also W{Q'ΛΦ\P) does depend
only on the Aestf and φe^0

 a n < i n o t o n t n e choice of the path p lying in the

4) Summarizing the above remarks, we can say that, since the polynomial Q is
such that wBG(Q) is the real image of an integral class of BG (here wBG denotes
the Weil homomorphism for the classifying space), then the integrated local
anomaly j jxWQ(ε\* A,A0) represents a real 1-cohomology class of ^, which

M

is the image of an element of Hι^S, Z). In fact the class f jxWQ(ev* A, Ao)
\_M

is obtained by antitransgressing (suspending) a class in //2(<ί//^,R), which is
in turn obtained by fiber integrating the pull-back of a class in Hn + 2(BG,R)
(see [1], Sect. 7). Since the latter class is the real image of an integral class, then
also the result of the antitransgression is the real image of an integral class.

We would like now to discuss in more detail the relation between local
anomalies, on one side, and the consistency (4.4) and triviality (4.6) conditions, on
the other side. Here, and in the next two subsections, we will be concerned with
field theory, but, in order to prepare the discussion on sigma models, we will put
temporarily aside the locality (universality) requirement.

First we remark that we are looking for obstructions to defining a non-vanishing
gauge invariant functional. More precisely, in perturbative field theory one tries
to define in a neighborhood of Aes/, an effective action, i.e. the logarithm of the

25 A better notation would be given by choosing paths pε, such that pε(t) = A + εtLxA and by

considering \ i m ε \ H
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functional 2£{A) considered at the beginning of the section. The obstructions to
extending the functionals log if (.4) and 2£(A) to the whole ^0-orbit, in such a way
that (4.3) is satisfied, are given by the non-trivial 1-cohomology classes of ^ 0 . In
fact, if 2£{A) transforms under the action of ^ as in (4.1) and (x(A φ) is given by
W{QM)(p)9 then we have:

,(A;ψ)\φ = e(X) = 2πi$jxWQ(ev*A9A0)\ψ = e9 (4.20)
M

where δy is the exterior derivative on ^ and XeTe^. If the anomaly f J{ΛWQ
M

(ev* A;A0) is of topological origin, namely if it represents a non-trivial element of
i / ^ R ) , then one can never find a function (x(A;φ)eCco(^0) satisfying (4.20).

On the contrary, if the anomaly J j(.} FKQ(ev* A; Ao) is of non-topological origin,
M

then there exists a real functional yA{φ\ defined on the ^0-orbit through A, such
that

(4.21)

We recall now that integrated anomalies are obtained by considering
cohomology classes in H2(s^/^, R) and the relevant antitransgression (suspension)
map:

(see [1], Sect. I)26.
When srf/y is simply connected, then the antitransgression is an isomorphism.

On the contrary iϊπ^jtf/y) φ 0, then the kernel of the antitransgression is not zero
and includes ί / ^ i / ^ R J Λ H ^ i f t R ) . In this latter case, when we are given
an anomaly representing the trivial element oϊH1^, R), then we may ask ourselves
whether it "comes from the kernel of the antitransgression" or not. Here the
antitransgression itself must be considered as a correspondence from closed 2-forms
on jtf/y to closed 1-forms on ^, as opposed to being considered as a map between
cohomology groups. We have now the following:

Theorem (4.22). Let the anomaly J J^WQ(GV* A,Ao) represent the trivial element

of i f 1 ^ , R ) and let oc(A φ) be given by W*Q'A^(P\ for any path p joining A and
Aφ. Then there exists a function θ defined on s/, satisfying the equation oc(A;φ) =
θ(Aφ) — Θ(A) if and only if the above anomaly is obtained by antitransgressing an
exact 2-form on

26 Here we are considering the principal bundle π:j/-> s//&, where ^ is either the group of gauge
transformations leaving a point fixed or the group of diffeomorphisms strongly fixing a point. In the
latter case the symbol jtf should be properly replaced by j / m e t Γ ί c , i.e. the space of all metric linear
connections (for any metric on M)
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Proof. The antitransgression associates to the closed 2-form a, representing a class
in H2(^/g,R\ the restriction to the orbit of beΩ1^) which satisfies π*a = db.
In our case b = J WQ(η,Λ0).

M

If [α] = 0, then a = dc on j ^ / 0 and d(π*c - b) = 0 in j ^ . Hence b-π*c = dθ
for a suitable element #EC°°(J3/). Let 0^ denote the restriction of θ to the orbit
and beg denote the exterior derivative in <S. The 1-form b^θ^ is obviously equal
to the restriction of b to the orbit and hence θ satisfies the conditions of the
theorem. Conversely if there exists a functional θ satisfying the equation θ(Aφ) —
Θ(A) — cc(A, φ\ then the anomaly is given by b#θy. Let the closed 2-form a on srfjΉ
generate the anomaly by antitransgression; as before we can set π*α = db. Consider
now τ = dθ — beΩ1 ( J/ ) ; we can show that it is a basic form. In fact the restriction
to ^ of τ is zero and so is the restriction to ^ of its derivative dτ = π*a. Hence
there exists τ ' e β 1 ^ / ^ ) with π*τ' = τ and moreover we have dτ' = a. •

The above theorem tells us that if the anomaly j j(.)WQ(ev* A,A0) represents

O G H ^ ^ R ) 2 7 , then we must check whether the class in H2(^/$,R) represented
by the fiber integration (over M) of Q(F'ψ..., F'η), is exact or not, where η' is the
connection on (P x stf)!^ considered before28. If the latter form is exact, then our
polynomial Q does not give an obstruction to finding a solution of Eq. (4.6) for
the cocycle W{£Λφ}{p) defined on ^ 0 .

We are now able to understand better the relation between local anomalies
and group cohomology with coefficients in R/Z. If a local anomaly, corresponding
to an ad-invariant polynomial Q, represents a real cohomology class of ^ which
is in the image of H1^, Z), then we are able to construct the relevant group
1-cocycle W{£A*] on 0 O .

We now assume crucially that ^ is connected. In this case, if the given anomaly
represents O e i ί ^ ^ R ) , then, thanks to the above theorem and to the fact that
πί (sdj^) = 0, there exists a real function θ on srf, whose reduction mod Z trivializes
the group 1-cocycle W{Q'ΛΦK In conclusion local anomalies allow us to define
1-cocycles in the group cohomology; when these anomalies are of non-topological
origin, then the relevant 1-cocycles are coboundaries.

The above arguments are valid only when ^ is connected. When this is not
the case, the situation is completely different. To start with, W{QM'Λί is a group

27 In order for this condition to be satisfied, Q must be the product of two polynomials Qί and Q2

and moreover we must have w(Q1) = w(Q2) = 0. Here w denotes the Weil-homomorphism for the bundle

P(M,G) (see [1], Sect. 5)

28 As an important remark, notice that the triviality of the above class in H2(s^/^, R) is not

automatically guaranteed by the requirement that the corresponding local anomaly represents

O e / ί ^ R ) . In addition to the conditions which guarantee that the local anomaly is of non-topological

origin, some extra topological constraints have to be met: for instance, if we are in gauge theories and

if Q is the product of two polynomials Q1 and Q2 with ki = U2, entries (k1 +k2={n/2+ 1)), then sufficient

conditions which imply J (Q(F'η,...,F'η)) = 0 are w(Q1) = w(Q2) = 0 (see the previous footnote) and

Y{2kι~γ(M, R) = 0 for at least one of the two indices kt
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1-cocycle only on the component connected to the identity of ^ and not on the
whole group <&. The case when ^ is not connected will be dealt with in the next
subsection. Before, let us recall that in this paragraph we have provisionally put
aside the "locality" (universality) problem. We have been stressing only the
"topological significance" of anomalies in order to see the connection between
elements of / ^ ( ^ R ) and 1-cocycles of the group cohomology. But we have to
remind that locality plays an essential role in field theory, hence we will come back
to it.

D) Differential Characters on srfjΉ and Global Anomalies in Field Theory

Now we start considering the case when ^ is not necessarily connected. In
this subsection we continue putting aside the locality problem; moreover we

assume that, for a given ad-invariant polynomial Q, we have J Q(F'η,..., F') =
\_M J

0 E / / 2 ( J / / ^ , R ) , namely we assume that the given anomaly is obtained by
antitransgressing an exact 2-form on s//&. So, if there are no obstructions
represented by other anomalies, then, taking into account Theorem (4.22), one can
define a ^-invariant functional given by:

^(Λ) = e-2πiθ{A)^(Λ). (4.23)

To be more precise one can define a non-vanishing functional locally in s//&. The
problem is then to extend this non-vanishing functional to the whole space s//&,
or equivalently to the whole space stf in a ^-invariant way.

We can now consider $(A) as a local non-vanishing section of a complex line
bundle over s//&. If we require §!(A) to be the local expression of a global
non-vanishing section, then this means that we are dealing with a trivial line bundle
(see subsection A). C°°-line bundles over s//& are classified by their Chern class,
which is an element of H2(stf/y, Z). We identify the class represented by

with the real Chern class of the line bundle which admits &(A) as a local section
[37], [47] 2 9 . Hence, (if there are no other obstructions represented by other
anomalies) our assumption on the vanishing of the class \βFQ\ implies that the
line bundle, which admits *£(A) as a local section, has zero real Chern class. But
the torsion information is still missing; namely we are not yet sure that the integral
Chern class of our line bundle is zero.

This Chern class is an element of / / 2 ( J / / ^ , Z), and will be constructed
as follows. We will define in a natural (functorial) way a 1-differential character
WQEH1 (si/&,R/Z) such that δ1

ύlίQ = ^ Q . Then the integral 2-class on sί l<& we
are looking for, will be identified with the image of WQ under the map δ2.

29 We make the simplifying assumption that there are no other anomalies to worry about
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Since we have assumed that ^QEΩ2(S^I^) is exact, then in stfjΉ we have:

# Q = d jf, (4.24)

and so δ2

ύlίQ coincides (up to a sign) with β ( ^ Q —X), where β is the Bockstein
operator β:H1(jι//&9R/Z)^H2(j!//&,Z). Now we pass to the definition of
1-differential characters on stfj^.

Consider the diagram (bundle homomorphism) ([1], Eq. (7.12)):

M x i EV

- » >*G'

where ^ is the symmetry group.
As has been discussed in [1], Sect. 7, diagram (4.25) holds, strictly speaking,

only when we consider the JV-skeletons of (M x jtf)/@; the map Ev itself is then
determined by requiring Ev* ξ = η', where ξ is a universal connection on EG and
η' is defined as before. Moreover when ^ is given by DifP'1 M then, as usual, stf
is to be replaced by j / m e t r i c .

Choose the differential character uQ(τ)eHn+1(BG, R/Z) and consider
Eγ%(τ)ei?" + : ((M x s/)/&, R/Z). For any loop / on jtf/& consider the fiber bundle
defined by the diagram

M x «β/\ r M x i

(4.26)

where / is the canonical covering of /. The 1 -differential character WQEH1 (stf/&, R/Z)
is then define for any loop I as follows:

(4-27)

namely it is given by the evaluation of the differential character Ey* uQ(τ)
on the restriction of the bundle (M x s/)/& to the image of /. The defini-
tion (4.27) is independent of the choice of the homomorphism (4.25) which
induces the connection η' on (P x sf)l<3 [44]. In particular, if ^ is the group
of gauge transformations (fixing a point), then we can consider the map

M x S1 ' x > M x J / / ^ . In this case ύllτ

Q\l(S1)~] is simply given by
(idx/)*Ev*MQ(τ)[M x S 1 ] .
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If we assume that (4.24) is satisfied, then we call the expression

(4.28)

a global anomaly (in field theory). Here β is the Bockstein operator.
It is evident that, a priori, one cannot consider the left-hand side of (4.28)

without assuming that the local anomaly is of non-topological origin, while the
right-hand side of (4.28) makes sense in any case. In physics, one is interested in
discussing global anomalies only when one has already taken care of local
anomalies. Namely it is the left-hand side of (4.28) which is relavant for field theory:
it represents the integral Chern class of the line bundle over the orbit space which
admits S'(Λ) as a local section, when we know that the corresponding real Chern
class is zero.

Generally speaking, the global anomaly defined above will depend on the class
τ, but from the physical point of view we are only interested in finding conditions
which guarantee the vanishing of the global anomaly for any choice of τ.

Such a condition is given by requiring that 3 0

ToτH2(^,z\ = 0. (4.29)

If we assume, as we always do, that both H1(J^/(^,Z) and H2(J^/^,Z) are finitely
generated, then we have Tor H2(<$f/<g,Z) πΎoτ H^/g^Z). The last term is in
turn equal to the torsion part of π^srfjΉ).

We noticed above that the definition (4.27) of the 1-differential character %τ

Q

depends on the choice of τeHn + 2(BG,Z). From the previous discussion we can
argue that we are only interested in the indeterminacy contained in the expression:
<52Φfceff2(jtf/#,Z). If either Tori ί 2 ( j//^,Z) = 0 or ΎorHn + 2(BG,Z) = 0, then
b1

0UXQ = S2%Q for any choice of τ,τ'eHn + 2(BG,Z) and there is no indeterminacy.
On the contrary if both Tor H2 (s//&9 Z) and Tor Hn + 2(BG,Z) are different from
zero, then the expression

,Zj (4.30)

represents a possibly non-zero integral class which is mapped into zero by the
canonical map i: H2 {s//&, Z) -• H2 (s4j<3, R).

The expression (4.30) represents, in general, a different type of global anomaly,
which may be relevant in a chiral field theory, where the local anomaly
corresponding to the polynomial Q has vanishing coefficient, and (4.24) does not
necessarily hold.

On the contrary, if (4.24) holds, then (4.30) is given by: β(Wτ

Q -&)- β(Wτ

Q - j f) .
Hence if (4.28) is zero for any τeHn + 2(BG, Z) with ί(τ) = [Q(Fξ,..., Fξ)l then also
(4.30) is zero.

30 We denote as usual, by the symbol Tor the torsion part of an abelian group
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From the above discussion, we can conclude that there are no field-theory-global
anomalies if the abelianization of πγ(s^j<S) = — πo(^) is torsionless.

In order to be able to compute explicitly the 1-differential characters on sίjΉ
we need a further discussion.

First we define Mφe^, the space Map^/,s/) which is given by all C00 maps φ
from / = [0,1] to sf, satisfying the following condition:

φ(0) = Λ and φ(l) = ψ*A. (4.31)

It is obvious that:

ί̂ Y (4.32)

where π:«s/->j//^ is the projection map and Ω(s//^) is the loop space of s//&
(the dependence on the "base point" is always implicitly assumed).

Moreover we have:

Theorem (4.33). Let φeMapψ(I,stf\ φ'eMap^(J,srf) and let us assume that
φ(0) = φ'(0). Then π°φ and π°φf are homotopic (relative to the endpoints) if and only
if φ and φ' belong to the same connected component of@.

(The proof is standard.)
It is also obvious that VleΩ(s//&)9 3φe$ and φeMap^(I,J/) with l = π°φ.

Namely, one can choose any connection on the bundle s/-+s//@ and consider
the relevant horizontal lift of /. Now for any φe^,WQ denote ΩΦ(J^/^) the subset
of Ω(J//&) given by all the loops which come from elements of Map^(/,j/). The
above discussion tells us that Ω(si/^) = [j Ωψ(s//^). Moreover iϊφ and ψ' belong

to the same connected component of ^, then Ωψ(si/^) = Ωγ($il(3\ Hence if we
choose arbitrarily an element φt in each connected component (§i of ^, then the
loop space Ω(s//^) is decomposed into the disjoint union of Ωφ.{s^j^\

Let us first comment on the gauge case. For any φe^,WQ consider the manifold
(P x S1 )ψ constructed from the manifold P x /, by identifying (p, 0) with (φ ~1 (p), 1),
VpeP [48].

We can then consider the diagram (bundle homomorphism) given by

(P x ^ x Map^(/, st) ^ X ^ ^ - ^ EG

I I J
M xS1 I,J^) % M x ^ B G ,

where ev^ is obtained by combining the identity map on M and the following map:

Here π:s/^^/^ is, as usual, the projection. The map ev^ is in turn defined as
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follows:

ev^(p, U φx) = π(p, φM), (4.35)

where peP,teI and φzeMap^(J, si) with π°φι = l and π.P x i - > P x sij^ is the
projection. Notice that the above definition of the map ev^ is valid, since we have:

ev^(p,0, φt) = Qyφ(φ~1(pl 1, φt).

Obviously (ev^ev^) is a G-bundle homomorphism. For each φzeMap^(/, si), we
will use the same symbol φι to denote the induced map: (P x S ^ - ^ P x si)/&.

We consider now the case when P = LM+ (the bundle of oriented frames),
^ = DifΠJ!'1 M (the group of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms strongly fixing
a point) and si is replaced by ,s/metric. In this case we can define Vi/^e ,̂ the
(n + l)-manifold (M x S1)^ constructed from the manifold M x /, by identifying
(x,0) with (φ~1(x\ 1), VxeM. In a similar way we can define the manifold
(LM+ x S %

Analogously to the gauge case we can consider the diagram:

(LM+ x S%
Dif f^M

I (4.36)

M x j / m e t r i c

D i f f m,i M

where ev^ is defined as in (4.35) and ev^ is defined accordingly. Again for each
φtelS/ίapφ(I,si), we will use the same symbol φx to denote the induced map:
(M x S\^>((M x j^metric)/DiffJ'1 M). Notice that in the gauge case we are naturally
led to considering the bundle:

jπ (4.37)

M xS\

while in the gravitational case we are led to considering the bundle:

(LM+ %

(4.38)

x

jπ

The bundle (4.38) is a reduced bundle of the bundle of linear frames of (M x S1)^.
Both bundles (4.37) and (4.38) are principal G-bundles which need not be trivial
even if P and LM+ are. More precisely the bundles (4.37) and (4.38) are isomorphic
respectively to the bundles P xS1-^M xS1 and LM+ x S ^ M x S 1 if and only if
ψ is in the connected component of the identity of ^ .

Notice that when M = Sn and φeΌiϊϊSn is not homotopic to the identity, then
(Sn x Sx)φ is the connected sum of Sn x S1 with an exotic sphere [49].
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After the above discussion, we can make the following remarks:

a) In the gauge case, the differential character °UXQ is completely determined by
the differential characters (id x l)*E\*uQ(τ)eHn + 1(M x S1) for leQ(s//<0). In
the gravitational case, the differential character °UXQ is determined by the
differential characters φf Ey* uQ(τ)eHn + 1{{M X S1)^) for φteMsipψ(I9s/). But
whenever π°φι = π°φf

ι = l we have also φf Ev*uQ(τ)[(M x S1)Φ] = φ'ι* Ev*
uQ(τ)l(M x S%] (see (4.27)). Moreover if φi:(M x S% ->(M x j t f '^/Dif f 1 M
and φ2:(M x S ^ ^ M x j/^^VDiff™'1 are such that I m ^ ) = Im(φ2), then
φX Ey*wQ(τ) [(M x S 1 )^] = <p5Ey*κQ(τ)[(M x S 1 ) ^ ] . So, in order to deter-
mine completely the differential characters on simetT{c [DϋS1^1 M, it is enough to
choose one φt in each connected component of ^, and consider, on the manifolds
(M x S1)^, the differential characters φ* Ey*w«2(τ), for φeMa.pψ.(I,si).

b) Let us consider the special case when ^ is connected. In this case we can choose,
for any loop / on si/&, a map φzeMape(J, si\ where e is the identity of ^ . The
previous analysis tells us that the differential character %τ

Q is given by

^ [ / ( S 1 ) ] = WQ(φfη\A0)[M x /(S1)]. (4.39)

To prove (4.39), consider a classifying map for the bundle P(M,G) with
connection Ao, and the projection p: M x S1 ^ M. From (4.17) we learn that:

WQ(φTη',A0)[M x S 1 ] = (φf Ev* ιιQ(τ) - (/0°p)*wQW)CM x S 1 ] .

But (/0°P)*WQ(T) is zero for dimensional reasons, and so (4.39) is proved.
Equation (4.39) tells us that (%X

Q — X) is the reduction of a real cocycle and so
β{^ίτ

Q — 5t} = 0. Namely we have recovered the fact that, for connected ^, we
do not have global anomalies.

c) Further comments on the relation between global anomalies in field theory and
group cohomology are in order. For Aes/9 φe& we consider a path pAφ:I^<stf
joining A and Aφ. For any uεH1^/@,R/Z) we can define a group theoretical
1-cocycle, with coefficients in the reduction mod Z of C00 (stf) (see (4.4)) as follows:

(4.40)

where π is the projection: J / - > J / / ^ and π°pAtψ(I) is the loop in
corresponding to the path p.

It is immediate to verify that the definition (4.40) is a valid one, since it is
independent of the choice of the path p joining A and Aφ, due to the
contractibility of si.

Let us assume now that βu = 0, where β is the Bockstein operator; then
there exists weH1 (si/@9 R), with w = u. So we can consider the group theoretical
1-cocycle, with coefficients in C°°(ja/) (not reduced modZ), given by

η(A;ψ) = wlπopA9ψ(I)l (4.41)

where the notation is as in (4.40). Moreover we have ή(A; φ) = ζ(A; φ). When u or
w are zero, then the corresponding group theoretical cocycles are obviously zero.

We consider now the elements of i f ^ / ^ R / Z ) represented by <VrQ-5t
and Wτ

Q-Wτ

Q (see (4.28) and (4.30)). They define group theoretical 1-cocycles
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which are reductions modZ of 1-cocycles with coefficients in C°°(J/) if and
only if the relevant global anomalies (4.28) and (4.30) vanish. Moreover if
β(^Q ~ &) = OJ t n e n > due t o t n e Bockstein exact sequence, there exists a closed
1-form jf' on s4j<§ such that qiτ

Q - (jf + jf ') = 0. Obviously also Jf + Jf'
satisfies (4.24); hence the vanishing of the global anomaly (4.28) allows the
"redefinition" of the group cocycle determined by %X

Q — Jf, so as to have a
trivial (in fact zero) cocycle.

d) All the above considerations were motivated by the interpretation of the
regularized fermion determinant as a section of a complex line bundle.
If we are instead looking for the square root of a real non-vanishing
determinant (for Hermitian operators), then we are interested in considering
real line bundles over the orbit space. These are classified by f/ 1(j//^,Z 2) =
Hom(π1(j//^), Z 2 ). In this case the differential characters, which assign a phase
factor to each cycle, do not matter any more. Also there is nothing here which
plays the role of local anomalies. The sufficient condition which guarantees
the absence of global anomalies in this situation, is Hom(π 1 (j//^),Z 2 ) = 0,
which is the case when πo(@) = Zp with p odd. Witten's St/(2)-anomaly
[35] arises in this framework. In fact, let us consider a gauge theory with
M = S* and G = SU(2). Then we have Z 2 = π 4

E) Cobordism and Indeterminacy

Let us assume that we are given a G-principal bundle P(Mn+x,G) over an
(n+ l)-dimensional compact manifold M" + 1, a connection A on P(Mn + 1,G) and
an ad-invariant polynomial Q with (n/2 + 1 gentries. Let / be any map which
induces the bundle P(M" + 1, G) with connection A from a G-universal bundle with
connection ξ. The problem we want to discuss is the following: knowing only the
connection A, are we able to detect the differential character f*uQ(τ)Ί Here, / is
an unspecified map which is supposed to induce the G-bundle P(M Π + 1 ,G) with
connection A.

From (4.16) we learn that

π*f*uQ(τ)=TQ(A)\Zn+ιiP), (4.42)

namely we are able to determine f*uQ(τ) up to kerπ*, where π* is considered as
a map from Hn + 1{Mn + 1,R/Z) to i/M + 1(P,R/Z).

If kerπ* is zero, then f*uQ(τ) is completely determined by (4.42). If kerπ* =
Hn + 1(Mn + \ R/Z)« R/Z, then Eq. (4.42) tells us only that TQ(A) is the image of an
integral class of P and /*wQ(τ) is not completely determined by (4.42).

Finally if ker π* is a proper subgroup oϊHn + 1(Mn + \ R/Z)« R/Z different from
zero, then it must be finite [11]. Notice that the finite subgroups of R / Z ^ U(l)
are represented by the p-ih roots of the identity in the unit circle. In this last case
Eq (4.42) leaves a rational indeterminacy.

Another way of seeing the uncertainty in the determination of the differential
characters involves cobordism [44]. Assume that there exists a compact manifold
N such that dN = Mn + 1 and assume moreover that there exists a G-bundle P over
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N with connection A such that P restricted to dN gives the bundle P with connection
A. Under this hypothesis we can write

(4.43)

where ( )~ denotes the reduction modZ. Equation (4.43) allows us to determine
uniquely the value of the differential character f*uQ(τ) over the fundamental cycle

We can have also that dN is given by fc-copies of Mn+131 and in this case again
a rational indeterminacy arises. In fact we have, due to the definition of differential
characters

(4.44)

Let us assume again that Eq. (4.43) holds. We know moreover that, if N is connected,
then Q(Fλ,..., Fλ) is exact on N9 namely we have Q(Fχ,..., Fλ) = άH, and due to
Stokes theorem:

1l = ( J H) , (4.45)

that is

f*uQ(τ) = 5. (4.46)

More generally given a principal G-bundle P(Mn+1,G) with connection A, we
can consider a situation in which:

i) we are given a Lie group G such that G is a subgroup of G;
ii) there exists a compact connected manifold N, with dN = Mn + 1 and a G-bundle

P over N with connection A;
iii) P(Mn+1,G) is a reduced bundle of the restriction of P to dN; moreover the

connection A, restricted to P\dN is reducible to A;
iv) there exists a polynomial Q on Lie G, which, when evaluated on the elements

of Lie G, is equal to Q;

Under the above hypothesis, taking into account the functoriality of/*wQ(τ),
we can conclude that (4.45) and (4.46) still hold, when H is replaced by a form H
such that dH = Q{Fλ9...9Fλ).

Now we come back to global anomalies in field theory. Let us choose an
element t/̂  in each connected component of ^ and consider the relevant bundles
(4.37) or (4.38) over M x S1 and (M x S1)φι respectively. If the conditions i)—iv) are
satisfied for Mn+1 = M x S1 and for each bundle (4.37) determined by the chosen
ψiX and for each manifold Mn + 1 =(M x 51)ιAι with the relevant bundle (4.38), then
the differential character °ltz

Q (4.27) is completely determined by (4.46).

Notice that if an equation like (4.43) is satisfied or Mn + ι =M x S1 or for

31 If these /c-copies are identified, we speak of Z//c-manifolds [50]
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Mn + 1 = (M x S1)^. then we can draw the conclusion that β(^τ

Q - WQ) = 0 for any
choice of τ,τ'eHn + 2(BG, Z), with i(τ) = i(τf) = [Q(Fξ,...,i\*)], and so there can be
no global anomalies of the form (4.30).

A few final remarks:

a) In all the discussion above we have admittedly kept aside any consideration
concerning universality. What we had in mind to do was simply to exploit the
fact that a given anomaly was of "non-topological origin." But field theory
requires locality (that is universality) and anomaly cancellation in field theory
is permitted only if we do not introduce new fields. The expression (4.30) fits
the universality criterion, while the expression (4.28) represents a universal object
only when the given polynomial Q is such that Q(F'η,..., F'η) = 0 as a form and
not simply as a cohomology class.

In the next subsection we will discuss global anomalies in sigma-models
where, as we know from Sect. 1, local anomaly cancellation is possible if the
relevant Weil homomorphism of the target space gives zero when applied to
the given ad-invariant polynomial Q. Our analysis of global anomalies in
sigma-models, will benefit greatly from our analysis of global anomalies in field
theory.

b) Our discussion has been simplified by the fact that we were dealing with one
polynomial Q at a time. In reality one has a combination of ad-invariant
polynomials with rational coefficients given by characteristic classes related to
the index of some elliptic operator, like the Dirac operator (in which case the
,4-class is to be considered) or the Hirzebruch signature (in which case the class
constructed with Hirzebruch polynomials is to be considered). But the arguments
above concerning the role of torsion need not to be essentially modified.

c) While talking about cobordism, we meant cobordism of manifolds with principal
bundles over them. In the gravitational case, the problem can be reduced to a
problem of cobordism defined in terms of manifolds endowed with structures
on the tangent bundle. We start by noticing that the bundle (TM x S 1 ) ^
associated to (LM+ x S1)φ, is stably equivalent to T(M x S1)φ, which is
associated to L(M x S1)*. So, as far as characteristic classes (or numbers) are
concerned, we can work as well with L(M x S1)*. If M is a compact Riemannian
spin-manifold (as in our case), so is (M x S1)φΛΐN is such that dN = (M x S1)^,
then we know that the differential characters in which we are interested are
associated to polynomials which give rise to Pontrjagin classes of JV. In this
way we are led to study oriented cobordism. Some technical details are needed
here (for instance we have to ask that the metric on the collar of dN is the
product metric), but we will not discuss these problems now.

Spin-cobordism is eventually needed since we are really working with
spin-bundles and spin-connections (see [1], Sect. 7). Moreover spin-cobordism
allows us to establish a connection between differential characters and the
^-invariant of the Dirac operator on the (n + 2)-dimensional manifold N [51].

F) Global Anomalies in Sigma-Models and Generalized Wess-Zumίno Term

Let T be a compact target space, without boundary, endowed with a principal
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bundle P with connection ξ. We consider the usual evaluation map:

ev M x Map(M, T) -• Γ, (4.47)

choose an ad-invariant polynomial Q with (n/2 + l)-entries and assume that there
exists an (n + l)-form H on T, such that

Q(Fξ,...,Fξ) = dH. (4.48)

All other notations will be the same as in Sect. 1. By analogy with the previous
analysis of global anomalies in field theory, we could immediately argue that the
presence of global anomalies is connected with the possibility that the real class
[Q{Fξ,...,Fξ)~\ is the image of a non-zero integral class. And we know that in
order to avoid this, we have to require that Tor Hn + 2(T, Z) = 0. Recall, by the way,
that TorHn + 2(T,Z)πTorHn + 1(T,Z).

We rather prefer to arrive at the same conclusion starting from our generalized
Wess-Zumino terms. Consider again diagram (1.15) and consider the relevant
generalized Wess-Zumino term B ((1.20) and Theorem (1.19)). We want the final
effective action (with the inclusion of the (generalized) Wess-Zumino term) to be
a functional on the true degrees of freedom of the theory (namely the space of
maps Map(M, T)). The anomaly which is supposed to be cancelled by the
Wess-Zumino term is a form on the group of the (induced) guage transformations.
So one of the basic requirements we have to ask, in order not to introduce extra
degrees of freedom, is that the functional exp(2πj J B\ once restricted to the loop

M

space ί2 / o(Map(M, T)), be in fact a functional over the group of (induced) gauge
transformations.

This is completely equivalent to requiring that for any loop Ze/2/o(Map(M, T))
which induces the identity over Aut y /£P, namely such that τ2(/) = identity (see

(1.12)), we have that I f J*B )(/) is an integer. The isomorphism induced by ξ
\M )

between f%? x ^ / o (Map(M, T)) and πf ev* P_tells us that, if τ2(ί) = identity, then
l*P is isomorphic to f%P x S1. We denote by Γthe canonical covering of the map
/ in the following diagram

(4.49)

MxS1 -U T.

Requiring that ( § J*B\(l) is an integer is the same as requiring that

J WQ(ΐ*ξ,A0)-l*H
MxS1

is an integer. Equivalently we want to ask that, for any loop / such that

τ2(/) = identity,

WQ(T*ξ,A0)-l*H (4.50)
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is exact as a cocycle in Hn+1(M x S^R/Z). But, due to (4.17), the cohomology
class of (4.50) is in turn the same as the cohomology class represented by

I*(uQ(ξ)-H), (4.51)

where uQ(ξ) is one of the differential characters in i?" + 1(T,R/Z) such that

A sufficient condition which guarantees that (4.51) is exact for any loop / with
τ2(l) = identity is the exactness of uQ(ξ) — H. Assume now that Tor Hn + 2(T, Z) = 0.
Then β(uQ(ξ) — H) = 0 and due to the Bockstein exact sequence (4.7), uQ(ξ) — H
must be the reduction of a real class λeHn + 1(T,R) represented by a closed
differential form Hλ. Since dHλ = 0, we have also that d(H + Hλ) = Q{Fξ,..., Fξ\
and so by redefining [37]

H' = H + Hλ9 (4.52)

we obtain that

J WQ(T*ξ,A0)-l*H'
1

MxS1

is an integer for any loop /ef2yo(Map(M, T)) with

τ2(Z) = identity.

Hence, if we require that the torsion part of Hn + 2(T, Z) is zero, then the exponential
of 2πί times the integral of the generalized Wess-Zumino term B, restricted to
each gauge orbit, descends to a functional on the group of induced gauge
transformations.

More generally we can prove, under the above assumption on Tor Hn + 2(T, Z),

that the functional exp I 2πί j B I descends to a functional over the space
\ M J

of induced bundle homomorphisms, namely on the image of the map τ 0 (1.10)
(see also (1.19)). In order to verify this, it is enough to notice that, if two paths
pi,p2e0*fo(Maip(M9T)) are such that τo(/?1) = τo(/72), then their endpoints must
be equal and so, by combining them, one obtains a loop which induces the identity
in Aut./zgP.

Hence, if the restriction of exp 2πi ί B to the loop space ί2/ o(Map(M, T))
\ M J

descends to a functional on the group of induced gauge transformations, then the

term exp 2πi j B I descends to a function on the image of the map τ 0 . Notice
\ M J

that the Dirac operator (coupled to the induced connection) is parametrized by
the space Im(τ0) <= Hom(/$P,P) and transforms covariantly under the group
Im(τ2); hence the relevant determinant will be represented by a section of a line
bundle over Map(M, T) / o .

In analogy to (4.27), we can define differential characters on Map(M, T). In
fact, any loop Zeί2/o(Map(M, T)) can be seen both as a map l.S1 ->Map(M, T)
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and as a map l:M x S1 -> T. So a 1-differential character <%Q on Map(M, Γ) can
be defined as follows:

^[^^Pn^tMxS1]. (4.53)

The global anomaly in the given sigma-model is then defined as the class b1

uUQ.
It is determined by

β(uQ(ξ)~H)= -δ2uQ(ξ)eH" + 2(T,Z\ (4.54)

where β is the Bockstein operator and H satisfies (4.48). The class (4.54) depends
obviously on the choice of uQ(ξ\ but, differently from the global anomaly in field
theory, it does not depend on the space-time manifold M. In other words it is a
"universal object" in the sense of Sect. 1. Again, if we require Tor Hn + 2(T, Z) = 0,
then (4.54) is zero.

Summarizing, in calculating sigma-model anomalies we consider a class ω in
Hn + 2(T,Z) whose image i(ω) in HH + 2(T,R) is given by [Q(Fξ,...,Fξ)l From our
discussion of Sect. 1 we can conclude that in order to have the cancellation of the
corresponding local anomaly, we have to require that ί(ω) = 0eHn + 2(T,R). The
cancellation of both the global and the local anomaly follows when ω itself is zero.
Obviously if Tor Hn + 2(T, Z) = 0, then the local anomaly cancellation implies that
there is also no global anomaly. Notice that this condition is automatically satisfied
when the world-sheet of a string is imbedded in a four dimensional ambient
manifold T.

In this connection we notice that we can pullback any class ωeHn + 2(T,Z) via
the evaluation map, yielding a class in Hn + 2(M x Map(M, T\ Z). If we denote by
Zf'τ a "singular 2-cycle" in Map(M, T), we can obtain, by evaluating ev*ω on
cycles of the form M x Z^'τ an element of //2(Map(M, T),Z). If we identify the
latter class with the Chern class of a complex line bundle over Map(M, T), then,
in analogy with our previous discussion of global anomalies in field theory, we
can conclude that the cancellation of all local and global anomalies in sigma models
allows us to define a complex non-vanishing section of this line bundle, i.e. a
complex non-vanishing functional on Map(M, T), representing an invariant
fermion functional integral obtained by correcting the original fermion determinant
by means of the Wess-Zumino term. By requiring TorHn + 2(T, Z) = 0 and
[Q(Fξf..., Fξ)] = 0eHn + 2(T, R), we guarantee that the ad-invariant polynomial Q
does not provide any obstruction to the definition of such a functional on
Map(M, T), for any rc-dimensional compact manifold M.

It is also worthwhile noticing that in the case of the imbedded string (see Sect.
3), the above topological constraints on the target space (i.e. on the ambient
manifold) guarantee also that the polynomial Q does not provide any obstruction
to the trivialization of the determinant line bundle, defined on the space of the
imbeddings, modulo the diffeomorphisms of the world-sheet of the string. So we
can conclude that the vanishing of the first Pontrjagin class of the ambient manifold
plus the requirement that its third homology group is torsionless, allows the
cancellation of the diffeomorphism-sigma-model anomalies of the string and the
absence of the relevant global anomalies.
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G) Sigma-Models with Target T such that TorHn+ι(T,Z)φ0

Let us assume, for the moment that the free part of Hn + 1(T,Z) is zero. In this case
Hn + 1(T,Z) = Zpl®ZP2® -@ZPr. If p is the l.c.m. of the pi9 then we have:

l*(uQ(ξ)-H))lM x S^e-, (4.55)
P

where as usual Q(Fξ9...9Fξ) = dH on T32. Obviously homotopic loops in
ί2/ o(Map(M, T)) yield the same number in Z/p. In this case there is no global
anomaly if Q(Fξ9..., Fξ) has periods which are multiples of p. Roughly speaking,
this means that if the "normalized" polynomial Q is further multiplied by p9 then
(4.55) is zero. Now the coefficient in front of the polynomial Q depends on the
matter fields we are considering (i.e. on their respective representations of the group
G).

If FreeH n + 1 (Γ) # 0 , then the situation does not change substantially. We are
in fact allowed to add to H any closed differential form. Hence, if Q(Fξ9...9Fξ)
has periods which are multiples of p9 then we have β(uQ(ξ) — H) = 0, where β is
the Bockstein operator. So there exists a closed differential form H', such that
uQ(ξ)-(H + H') = 0.

Hence, as happens for local anomalies also global anomalies can be cancelled
accordingly to the matter fields which are present in the theory (see e.g. [40,41]).

When Tor Hn + ί (T) is not necessarily zero, then we may be interested in looking
for sufficient conditions which could guarantee the absence of global sigma-model
anomalies, for a specific space-time manifold M. For instance, let f0 be a given
map: M-+T and let us assume that for any loop Zeί2/o(Map(M, T)) there exist:

a) a compact connected manifold Nt with dNι = M x S1,
b) a map h^.N^T which, when restricted to dNt = M x S1, is equal to I.

The above maps ht induce principal G-bundles over Nt which satisfy the
condition wNι(Q) = 0, where wNι is the relevant Weil homomorphism. Hence, taking
into account definition (4.53) we have

<%Q(l(S1)) = l*uQ(ξ)[dNι] = uQ(ξ)[dhι(Nι)'] = l j ev*i/)
\MxKS1) )

where ev M x Map(M, T)-» T is the usual evaluation map. So °UQ is the reduction
of a real cochain and there is no global sigma-model anomaly. In conclusion,

32 More specifically we can denote by ί2/ o(Map(M, T))# the space

{Z|/εί2/o(Map(M, T)) and l{m,t) = fo{m) for a given meM and for each teS1}.

Each loop /eί2/ o(Map(M, T))# can be seen as a map M A S1 -> T, where M A S1 is the suspension of
M. Then there exists a group homomorphism [13]

πo(ί2 / o(Map(M, Γ))J->// n + 1(Γ,Z)

given by [ΐ]\-^[l*π* (c)]> where c is the fundamental cycle in M x Sι,π\M x S1 ->M Λ S1 is the projection
and l^π^ denote the induced maps in homology
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bordism [52] can be relevant in determining the absence of sigma-model global
anomalies, for a given space time manifold M.

5. Comments

We have seen that anomalies in field theory are naturally connected with
the cohomology induced by suitable evaluation maps. Anomalies can have a
"topological" significance only when the evaluation map has a topological
significance, i.e. only when the evaluation map allows us to compute some of the
true (De Rham) cohomology of the spaces of maps we are considering.

But also if this is the case, as in gauge theories, there are true anomalies which
do not correspond to any non-trivial cohomology class of our space of maps.
Nevertheless we have shown that, independently of the topological significance of
anomalies, the evaluation map methods developed in this and the previous paper
can give us the correct framework for computing the coefficients according to the
family's index theorem, even when the objects we are considering represent
trivial cohomology classes. This is specially relevant for gravitational anomalies.

Another bonus we gained, by considering the evaluation map, is the possibility
of showing similarities between gauge theories, sigma-models and strings. The
cohomology induced by the evaluation map is the relevant object for anomaly
calculations in all these cases.

Conformal anomalies in string theory can be thought of as special cases of
holomorphic anomalies, but this gauge interpretation of conformal anomalies
cannot be extended to the case of higher dimensional manifolds. Moreover,
requiring the cancellation of the holomorphic anomalies for strings is equivalent
to requiring the cancellation over the moduli (Teichmϋller) space.

From the point of view of anomalies, sigma-models are very similar to gauge
theories; in fact, gauge theories can be envisaged as limiting cases of sigma-models
when the target space approaches the classifying space. This similarity however
leaves room for important differences, which render sigma-models much more
flexible from the point of view of chiral anomaly cancellation. Indeed we have
shown that, under suitable geometrical constraints on the target space, we can add
local counterterms to the quantum action which cancel the corresponding
anomalies. These terms have been called "generalized Wess-Zumino terms."
They are functional in the path space of the maps into the target space.
They are particularly important in sigma-models which represent a (super) string
propagating in the background provided by the zero modes of the string itself.

The mechanism proposed in the literature in order to cancel chiral anomalies
in these models is essentially the same mechanism a la Green-Schwarz as in the
effective field theories, a mechanism which is based on the properties of the 2-form
field B. We have seen that it is possible to cancel the same anomalies by means
of generalized Wess-Zumino terms, which come up very naturally in the context
of sigma-models and represents complicated interactions of the bosonic part of
the superstring with the background geometry. They allow us to avoid postulating
problematic properties for the background field B. Of course this means also that
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the effective action of the relevant sigma-model is incomplete without the addition
of such Wess-Zumino terms.

The price we have to pay in order to be allowed to add such Wess-Zumino
terms consists in constraints on the background geometry. This feature is far from
negative and has to be interpreted as a selective criterion for the background
geometry. As is suggested in the literature, conformal invariance should provide
the equations of motion for the background fields. However explicit information
concerning the geometry and topology of the space-time do not seem to be within
reach of this method. The constraints necessary for the existence of a generalized
Wess-Zumino term are a way to obtain such information. Additional information
comes from the requirement that the quantum action obtained after adding the
generalized Wess-Zumino term be really a functional defined on the true degrees
of freedom of the theory. In this way, we come across the problem of global
anomalies. We have analyzed this problem in terms of differential characters and
found sufficient conditions for the absence of global anomalies in field theories
and sigma-models of the string. In the latter case, they translate into additional
constraints on the topology of the space-time.

We have extended the previous analysis to the diffeomorphism type sigma-
model anomalies of the string, which we have described in Sect. 3.

Finally we should try to compare the results we have found with still another
method of calculating chiral anomalies in string theory in terms of the background
fields: the direct string loop calculations of amplitudes with external legs repre-
senting the zero modes of the string itself [53-56]. These calculations, which
are limited to one-loop and to a flat background, do not reveal the presence
of any anomaly. Although a close comparison with our results is far from
straightforward, we can interpret this as a support to our attitude of adding
generalized Wess-Zumino terms, which represent properties of the string rather
than properties of the background field B. On the other hand, since our results
are independent of the genus of the surface, they add support to the conjecture
that anomalies are absent to any string loop order in the sense of references [53-56].

Appendix I. On the Evaluation Map for Diff M

Let M be an n-dimensional, compact, Riemannian oriented manifold, let ΩP(M)
be the space of p-forms on M and let Zk(M) be the space of smooth ^-cycles in M.

We consider the evaluation map:

ev:M xDiffM-^M. (AI.l)

We know already tha^

ev*\Ωp{M)-+Ωp(M x DiffM) (AI.2)

is a monomorphism in cohomology. We can establish a more stringent result by
considering for all χpeΩp(M), the following maps:

P (AI.3)
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Here the notation is as in (22)' of [1], that is ψeDiΐfM, i{.} is the map X-+ix for
XediffM, and vectors YeTφ DifTM are pulled back to the origin (i.e. we consider
φ~x YeTidDiffM « diffM).

Let us define now, Vχf, the map:

c 5 ( f ( ) )

Here δ(χf (c)) means the exterior derivative, in Diff M, of the /-form χf{c).
We can now state:

Theorem AI.5. The following conditions are satisfied (for 1 ^ / ̂  p):

(a) δχΐ = (-l)ι(dχ)ΐ:i

1Vl
(b) χf = ηf for some l=>χp = ηp.

Here d is the exterior derivative in ί2*(M), and the index p + 1 in (a) only reminds
us that dχ is a (p + l)-form.

Proof A direct calculation proves (a)3 3. In order to prove (b), we have to prove
first the following:

Lemma AI.6. Let χeΩp(M) and let 1 ^ / ̂  p, then:

'izχ) = 0 VX,y,...,ZeDiffM=>χ = O.

/ terms

Proof [57]. It is enough to consider / = 1 and to work in local coordinates
{*!,...,*„}. Let X = xk(d/dXiX and let the following equality hold:

0 = dixχ = dxk A id/dZiχ + xkd(ίd/dXiχ).

But we can choose at ueM,xk(u) — 0, so we have

0 = dxk A iδ/dxχ Vxfc,

and hence

h/dxtX = λ ' d x l Λ d x 2 Λ ••• Λ d x n -

Since id/dx.χ is a (p — l)-form, the parameter λ must be zero and so we have:

dizχ = 0 VZediffM=>χ = O. Π

Coming back to the proof of Theorem AI.5 we have:

χf = ηΐ for some /=></[ ίn^Φ^X"- nP) ) = ^^χp- ηp = 0,

(/+1) terms

and so the proof is completed. •

33 That is (a) follows from the following equality:
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As a corollary to Theorem AI.5 we have:

δχf = O for some l=>dχp = 0, (AI.7)

for some l^>χp = dφp~K (AI.8)

Appendix II. Covariant Anomalies

Let P(M9 G) be a principal G-bundle, let % = Aut.P and let ev:P x ^ - • P be the
evaluation map.

Here the notation will be the same as in Sect. 2 and 5 of [1]. In particular we
set n = dim M, with n even.

Consider on P a universal fc-form χ given by an ad-invariant polynomial Q on
Lie G, whose entries are filled with A,F, \_A, A], [F, A], \_A, [F, A]\ etc.. According
to Sect. 2 of [1], we have:

k terms

Now A is a pseudotensorial form (in the sense of [4]) while F is a tensorial form.
But VXeLie G, ixA is a tensorial form while ixF = 0. Hence if χ is not basic, there
exists a unique ft, with 1 ^ ft ^ fc, such that:

h.)~'h )Ψ*χ (AΠ.2)

h terms

is a basic non-zero (fc — ft)-form on P. Such a number ft is simply given by the
"number of ^4's" which appear in χ (i.e. in the entries of Q).

We are specially interested in finding all different forms (AII.2) in the case
k = n + 1, ft = 1. In this case Q can have either (n/2 + 1 gentries, i.e:

χ = Q(A9F,...9F),

or β can have π/2-entries, i.e.:

But [JF, A~] = dF, due to the Bianchi identity, and so (AII.4) is identically zero.
Hence the unique solution to our problem is

i{.)φ*χ = ί{.)ψ*Q(A9F9...9F)9 (AΠ.5)

which is called "the covariant anomaly" [58-59].
The covariant anomaly (AII.5) is a basic n-form on P, and so it is closed, e.g.

dίxχ = 0 VXeLieG.
A direct calculation shows that, if χ' is any universal form (of the same kind

as χ) then the form ί(.)ψ*χ given by (AII.5) cannot be written as di^χ'.
In order to understand how the covariant anomaly enters the calculations

concerning chiral anomalies, consider the expression of the anomaly with a
background connection (see Sect. 3 of [1]):

ji.)WQ(φ*A9A0).
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If in (AII.6) we set A = Ao and ψ = identity, then we obtain the covariant anomaly.
It is easy to see that the covariant anomaly, despite Eq. (3.5) in [1], does not satisfy
the consistency condition.

This is not a contradiction. In fact when we put in (AII.6) Ao = A, then we
obtain a form o n M x ^ which contains both φ*A and A. That is, we obtain a
form o n M x ^ which is not the pullback, via the evaluation map of a (universal)
form on P.

Appendix III. A Remark on the Absence of Global Gauge Anomalies for Spin (32)
and E8 Gauge Theories and on the Classification of £8-Bundles

Let P be a G-bundle over M such that Aut™ P is weakly homotopic to Mapm(M, G).
In order to understand better the conditions for the absence of global anomalies,
we recall that for a topological space X with π1(X) = π2(X) = 0 one can find a
family of approximating spaces Xn,n^ 3 (Postnikov approximation, see e.g. [13])
such that:

K(π 5 ,5)-> X5 ->K(π 6 ,7)

- ^ K ( π 5 , 6 ) (AIII.l)

I *
K(π3,3) = X3 -*K(πA,5),

where K{πn,k) are Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces and πn = πn(X);

K(πn,n)^ Xn

U - . (AIΠ.2)

is a fibration, with projection pn_1 and fiber K(πn, ή), where ;„ is the inclusion map
and /cΠ_! the inducing map. If M is any CW complex of dimension n, then

where [Z, Y]^ represents the homotopy classes of maps from the pointed space
X to the pointed space Y. In this sense Xn represents an approximation to X.

For a ten-dimensional space M satisfying the above requirements, we have
therefore the following set of exact sequences (obtained from the above fibrations):

H9(M,π9) - [ M , X 9 ] # -+ [M.Xg], - H 1 0 (M,π 9 ) ,
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# 4 ( M , π 4 ) -* [_M,X^ - > H 3 ( M , π 3 H # 5 ( M , π 4 ) ,

since [M, K(π, n)]% = Hn(M, π). In the case of X = E8, we have π1=π2 = 0, π 3 = Z,
τc4 = ... = π 1 4 = 0. Therefore

In the case of X = Spin(32), we have πx = π2 = 0, π 3 = Z, π 4 = π 5 = π 6 = 0 and
π 7 = Z,π 8 = π 9 = Z 2 and π l o = 0. We can conclude that there are no global
anomalies for E8 -gauge theories if H3(M,Z) is torsionless. If we are concerned
with E8 x E8 -bundle over M, then sufficient conditions for the absence of global
anomalies can be found, by noticing that

In the case of Spin (32) the requirements are more stringent since sufficient
conditions which imply the absence of global anomalies are met if H3(M, Z) =

By setting X = BE8 in the above diagram and using πt(BE8) = ^ ^ ( E g ) , one
easily finds that the principal bundles over M (dimMrg 14) with fiber E8 are
classified by # 4 (M,Z).
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